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Abstract 

This dissertation addresses GaN nanocolumns (NCs) growth on Si (111) via a SixNy intermediate 

layer by radio-frequency molecular-beam epitaxy.  In the existing literature, the GaN NCs 

morphology was shown to be influenced by growth parameters such as Ga flux, substrate type, 

growth temperature, buffer layer types, sticking coefficient of Ga adatoms in different planes, etc. 

The one aspect that has been understudied so far was the role of the plasma-generated species. Due 

to the multiple states and concentrations of the available excited species, in a nitrogen plasma, it 

has been difficult to quantify and correlate their role with the morphology of the resulting NCs. To 

address this issue, the nitrogen plasma source has been investigated by optical emission 

spectroscopy in order to quantify the relative abundances of the molecular and atomic nitrogen 

species and then examine the effect of these species on the growth morphology and mechanism of 

GaN NCs grown on Si (111). The length, diameter and density of NCs were analyzed as a function 

of the nitrogen species Cmol/Cat concentration ratio during epitaxy. Growth rate and diameter are 

found to increase and density to decrease up to a certain value of Cmol/Cat nitrogen ratio but 

plateaued beyond that. The effect of the Cmol/Cat nitrogen ratio seems to be an additional factor that 

has to be taken into account in the modeling of GaN NC growth. The structural and optical 

characterization of GaN NCs by PL, XRD and RHEED show that GaN NC samples are strained. 

This strain decreases with increasing Cmol/Cat ratio. The growth mechanism of the GaN NCs was 

investigated in terms of Cmol/Cat ratio using the SEM and TEM results. Under our growth conditions, 

the NC growth appeared to be driven by direct impingement of adatoms rather than diffusion. The 

NCs have a core shell structure where the difference in growth rate of shell and core diminishes as 

Cmol/Cat ratio increases which results in NCs with different radial growth rates.  
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Motivation 

Group-III nitrides consist of aluminum nitride (AlN), gallium nitride (GaN) and indium 

nitride (InN) binary alloys having direct band gaps 0.7 eV, 3.4 eV and 6.2 eV respectively. 

That means, III-nitrides have the optical absorption edge spanning the energy range from 

near infrared to deep ultraviolet region of the electromagnetic spectrum (Fig. 1.1)1,2. 

Alloying InN and AlN with GaN allowed the tuning of band gaps such that the emission 

can occur over the blue-green region of the visible spectrum.  Fig. 1.1 shows the band gap 

variation of III- nitride materials with their in- plane lattice parameter (the distance between 

identical points at two of the corners of the unit cell). 

 

                  
 

Fig. 1.1 Band gap energy diagram for nitrides.3  
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This makes GaN-based thin film devices optimal for use in optoelectronic and electronic 

device applications4,5 such as LEDs6, Lasers7, FETs8, and photodetectors. GaN also 

possesses high chemical stability, breakdown field and thermal conductivity which make 

it useful for high frequency and high power electronics9. 

 

Nitride based devices were fabricated using expensive substrates, either bulk GaN wafers 

or thick GaN epilayers on Sapphire substrates. To reduce the cost and energy consumption 

and improve the device performance, nanostructure devices were desirable.  These devices 

could be obtained by either of the two ways: (1) post growth patterning of 2-D epilayers or 

(2) direct growth of nanocolumns (NC) and nanorods structures. The feature size of post 

growth patterned thin film devices was, however, limited by processing techniques such as 

e-beam lithography, and the process was time consuming and costly. Thus, direct growth 

of nanostructured devices was a preferable approach, and different techniques were 

available to achieve such growth.  

 

One of the techniques used for direct growth was based on vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) 

method. The technique was initially developed by R.S. Wagner and W.C. Ellis in 1964. A 

Metal catalyst formed liquid droplets and gaseous reactants got dissolved into it. 

Nucleation occurred via a thermal CVD reaction that resulted in the growth of single-

crystalline rods and nanocolumns. The sizes of the metal catalyst nanoparticles defined the 

final diameter of the NC. The liquid droplet catalyst remained consistently thin throughout 

the process and restricted the lateral growth of each individual nanostructure. At a high 
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temperature, the catalyst became supersaturated with the GaN material and NCs began a 

controlled growth at the solid-liquid interface10.  In VLS mechanism the catalyst might 

incorporate in the NC material and thus degrade the physical properties of NCs11. But 

molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) was found to be a highly explored synthetic method in NC 

growth. The foreign particles used for the growth were very small and were not consumed 

during growth, but acted to substantially increase the growth rate in one dimension. This 

particular growth method was known as catalytic growth. In self-induced or non-catalytic 

growth method the NCs were known of high material purity as no foreign catalyst material 

was required. 

 

Using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), these NCs were grown catalyst-free12 or by a 

catalyst-assisted approach13 depending on the choice of the substrate, and the respective 

growth windows (V/III ratio and temperature). The MBE based catalyst free growth 

method allowed fabrication of NCs devoid of contaminants related to the catalyst material. 

Si substrates were generally used for GaN NCs synthesis by MBE. The resulting 

nanostructures were nearly perfect hexagonal shapes with minimum electronic defects, 

which caused early failure, weaker light emission, and electrical signal noise14 in the end 

devices. As a result of thermodynamic driving forces related to the surface energies of the 

various GaN crystal planes, the MBE grown GaN NCs were more efficiently grown in the 

vertical direction. GaN NCs fabricated with MBE showed an increased optical emission 

and prolonged photoluminescence lifetime which resulted in better nano-devices. The 

structure, size, morphology, spatial distribution and growth direction of NCs dictated their 

physical properties,15 which in turn determined the final device performance. However, 
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despite many studies16,17 the nucleation and growth mechanism of GaN NCs were not fully 

understood.  

 

Self-induced NC growth by MBE were reported on various substrates, e.g. sapphire18 and 

silicon19 , with or without a starting buffer layer, e.g.,  AlN20  and SixNy
21, and under 

nitrogen rich conditions without any catalyst. In those reports the morphology, density, 

length and diameter of NCs were shown to be influenced by growth parameters such as Ga 

flux22, substrate type, substrate temperature15, buffer layers23, surface energy and sticking 

coefficients24. However, there existed a discrepancy between the reported growth 

conditions and the resulting NC morphologies. One aspect that was understudied, 

especially in the plasma assisted GaN NC growths, was the effect of nitrogen species.  Due 

to the multiple states and concentrations of the nitrogen excited species present in an RF 

plasma, it was been difficult to quantify and correlate their role in the structural, optical 

and electronic properties of the resulting NCs. As such, a comprehensive GaN NC growth 

study focusing on the effect of the type and abundance of the various nitrogen species, 

present during RF plasma MBE synthesis, was highly needed. Therefore, the dissertation 

work focuses on understanding the growth process resulting in the formation of GaN NCs 

during plasma assisted MBE. 

 

1.2 Overview 

The dissertation consists of seven chapters including the present chapter. Chapter 2 reviews 

various GaN NC growth and mechanism studies discussed in the literature. The 

experimental part that includes the growth technique (MBE, RF plasma source) and the 
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characterization methods (RHEED, FESEM, HRXRD, PXRD, PL,) used for the present 

research work is described in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents the effect of N species on GaN 

NC growth and Chapter 5 the characterization of the grown materials. Finally, Chapter 6 

discusses our modelling results on the growth mechanisms of GaN NC samples with a 

specific focus on understanding the role of the nitrogen species. Chapter 7 summarizes the 

dissertation work, lists the major conclusions and discusses the future research directions. 
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2. Growth of GaN nanocolumns: A review                        

 

2.1 Introduction 

The word “Nanocolumn” (NC) consists of two parts: “nano” and “column” characterizing 

the dimension as well as the aspect ratio of a structure. As a “column” it has a relatively 

high aspect ratio, i.e., its length is much bigger than its diameter. The length of a NC can 

be several orders of magnitude greater than its diameter. The diameter in the nanometer 

range from 1-100 nm. Due to its very small footprint and high aspect ratio, the NC 

geometry offers several advantages over a 2D film. Due to the small footprint, NCs can 

grow on highly lattice-mismatched substrates without generating any defects in the NC. 

This arises from the small lateral dimensions of the NC and the resulting large surface area. 

The small footprint will reduce the density of threading dislocations in the substrate 

material and that will continue in the NC material. It has been established that threading 

dislocation stops at the interface of substrate and NC or bends towards the free surface25. 

The combination of small footprint and large surface area results in very effective strain-

relaxation, thus, improving the crystal quality of NC material when compared to 2D layers. 

Besides high material quality, NCs have several other advantages like efficient charge 

transport, better mechanical properties and effective light extraction. 
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2.2 NC fabrication techniques 

There are two approaches followed for the fabrication of NCs: the top-down and the 

bottom-up. The top-down approach consists of building nanoscale objects, mostly 

nanoscale patters, from bulk material by a combination of lithography26 and etching. This 

approach is the current standard in the semiconductor industry; however, as the dimensions 

reach the nanoscale, processes become very complicated and cost intensive. The biggest 

challenge in the conventional top-down approach is the lithography step: the minimum -

feature size is directly dependent on the wavelength used in a lithography instrument2728. 

Therefore, the use of conventional UV-visible lithography is limited.  Electron beam 

lithography is very cost-intensive and thus, not a suitable technique for mass production. 

Another issue is the presence of structural defects in the material bulk as the nano-

structures are built. The presence of a single defect can completely deteriorate the structural 

properties of a NC.  

 

The bottom-up approach builds nanostructures “the other way around”. It uses well-defined 

nanoscale building blocks which are assembled into nanostructures. These nanostructures 

are “grown” by self-assembly, thus, no mechanical or chemical fabrication processes are 

necessary and the material will not be subject to external mechanical forces during the 

fabrication process. Furthermore, the self-assembly mechanism significantly limits the 

defect density in the nanostructures. Finally, nano objects in the single digit nanometer 

scale can be fabricated by the bottom-up approach. 
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The first report of growing NCs by the bottom-up approach appeared in 1950’s, when 

mercury (Hg) whiskers were grown from vapor phase on a glass plate29. However, it is the 

work by Wagner and Ellis in 196430 that is widely considered to be the first successful NC 

growth. Si NCs were grown using   gold (Au) as a catalyst, thus, defining the Vapor- 

Liquid-Solid growth mechanism. In the 1970’s, Bootsma and Gassen31 as well as 

Givargizov32 used Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) to grow Si and Ge whiskers, again 

with the use of Au as a catalyst. With advancing technology it was possible to use 

metalorganic precursor materials. Today, the two main fabrication techniques for NCs are 

Metalorganic Vapor Phase Epitaxy (MOVPE) and Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE).  

 

2.3 Growth of GaN NCs by MBE 

The first report of MBE-grown GaN NCs was published in the late 1990’s by Sánchez-

García et al.18 and by Yoshizawa et al.33 on Si (111) and sapphire substrates respectively. 

The interest in MBE-grown GaN NCs was evident from several subsequent efforts like that 

of Guha et al.34 and Calleja et al.35. Since then, growth of group III-nitride NCs has 

increased exponentially and several groups have dedicated their research to these 

nanostructures. The first GaN NC LED was achieved by MBE growth as reported by 

Kikuchi et al.6 in 2004.  

 

The growth of GaN NCs by MBE is generally done using two different methods: the 

catalyst-assisted growth and catalyst-free growth. In the case of catalyst-assisted growth, a 

metallic nanoparticle (Au, Ni, etc.) is used as a catalyst. The Ga adatoms on the substrate’s 

surface are “captured” by the catalyst particle, a Ga super saturation is reached within the 
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catalyst and GaN growth is initiated beneath the catalyst particle. As the catalyst particle 

is generally in liquid form throughout the growth process, it can rapidly adsorb a vapor 

to supersaturation levels, and from which crystal growth can subsequently occur 

from nucleated seeds at the liquid–solid interface. The catalyst-assisted growth is generally 

considered to follow the Vapor-Liquid-Solid growth process. The NC position and 

diameter are directly given by the catalyst particle’s position and size, respectively, thus, 

the NC growth can be controlled through engineering of the seed particles.  

 

Group III-nitride NCs can also be grown by catalyst-free MBE in which group III atoms 

and nitrogen atoms impinge on a hot surface and spontaneously nucleate and grow as NCs. 

Although GaN, (Al,Ga)N and InN NCs have been successfully grown and even 

(Al,Ga)N/GaN NC heterostructures have been realized, little is known about the underlying 

growth mechanism beyond the fact that N-rich conditions are necessary to obtain catalyst-

free NC growth. N-rich conditions are reached by obtaining a high local V/III ratio during 

growth, which is generally achieved either by directly supplying a high amount of atomic 

nitrogen and less Ga or by raising the substrate temperature during growth. Raising the 

substrate temperature will increase Ga desorption and thus, lead to locally N-rich 

conditions at the substrate surface. It has been observed by Calleja et al. 35 that by 

increasing the V/III ratio or the substrate temperature, the GaN morphology changes from 

a smooth 2D layer via a rough 2D layer to coalesced NCs and finally free-standing “single” 

NCs36. Catalyst-free GaN NCs have been grown by MBE on various substrates. SiC, Al2O3 

and Si are the most prominent substrates used. SiC and Al2O3 are selected because of their 

good lattice matching, and Si due to technological reasons and ease of supply. On Si, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supersaturation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crystal_growth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nucleation
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growth has been achieved on two different crystal orientations: Si (100) and Si (111), the 

latter being considered as better suited as it offers a hexagonal surface symmetry, like the 

group III-nitrides. The as-grown free-standing NCs have been found to be of high crystal 

quality. These NCs possess atomically sharp side and top facets and are free of extended 

defects. Optical studies of GaN NCs have shown that the NCs are strain-free37,38. Growth 

on bare Si has been found to lead to a thin SixNy film between substrate and NCs. In order 

to avoid this, an AlN buffer layer of about 100 nm thickness is deposited on the Si surface 

prior to GaN growth.  

 

2.4 Literature review on GaN NC mechanism 

Calleja et al.16 reviewed and discussed in detail the effect of Ga droplets deposited on Si 

(111) substrates on the nucleation of GaN nanocolumns (NCs). Instead of the Ga self-

catalytic VLS mechanism, a model based on the formation of 3D islands acting as a seed 

for subsequent NC growth is presented39,40.  Ristic et al.15 proposed that critical nuclei are 

formed by a Volmer-Weber (VW) growth mode driven by the important lattice mismatch 

with the substrate, where island coalescence is blocked by the preferential incorporation of 

Ga on the island top side. However, the group of Calarco et al.37 reported the presence of 

a thin and rough wetting layer connecting GaN NCs and small GaN clusters. On Si (111), 

this GaN wetting layer forms on top of an interfacial silicon nitride interlayer that is partly 

amorphous. In contrast to the GaN wetting layer, the silicon nitride film has been invariably 

observed during GaN NC growth on Si15.  It is considered that the silicon nitride is formed 

prior to GaN growth due to the strong affinity of N toward Si atoms and as a result, the 

initially formed region of thickness  2–3 nm is usually neither continuous nor uniform15,36. 
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However, near-epitaxial contact with the substrate still remains for the NCs to   grow at the 

very early stage of the deposition. A linear dependence of the mean values of the NC length 

and the NC diameter with growth time implied a lateral growth mechanism for the NCs41.  

 

Songmuang et al.39 mentioned that GaN three-dimensional [3D] islands could be formed 

according to an assumed initial Stranski-Krastanov mechanism and these islands could act 

as  seeds for the subsequent growth of GaN NCs at their top. Calarco et al.15 also stressed 

the fact that the nucleation process is kinetically slow and during the process the GaN NC 

density increases before reaching a maximum. The linear dependence of NC length (l) 

versus reciprocal of diameter (1/d) is agreed upon in the literature42,43 as driven by a 

diffusion induced (DI) growth of nanocolumns as proposed by Ruth et al.44and supported 

by Debnath et al.17 through their work on  spontaneous growth of GaN NCs on Si (111) 

substrates.  

 

                                               

Fig.2.1 Length and diameter dependence of GaN NCs grown at 796 °C for 360 min with 

Ga BEP of 3x10−8 mbar16. 
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For anisotropic spontaneous formation of GaN nanocolumns, it has been argued by 

Debnath et al.17 that the axial growth rate dominates over radial growth rate due to Ga 

adatom diffusion on the nanocolumn lateral surface towards the tip. Berntess et al.45 also 

argues that the c-oriented growth is promoted by larger nucleation and incorporation on the 

nanocolumn terrace with respect to the corresponding rates on the side facets. The 

diffusion-induced growth model along with inclusion of sticking coefficient and diffusion 

of Ga adatom on side facets, is necessary but not sufficient for a comprehensive 

understanding of the growth process. Sibirev et al. mentioned a layer- by- layer growth or 

nucleation mediated growth of NCs with single center nucleation46 for GaN NCs grown 

with an AlN marker on Si (111). Such a growth is due to the diffusion of adatoms from the 

side surface. E. Galopin showed that  in MBE growth, shells develop on the side-wall facets 

of nanocolumn core by ascending growth of layer bunches, which first agglomerate at the 

GaN nanocolumn foot47. Consonni et al.48 proposed a kinetic model showing why the 

length and radius of self-induced GaN NCs obeyed scaling growth laws, i.e., L ~ Rα. With 

the model, he explained step flow radial growth of less dense NCs and nucleation mediated 

growth for shadowed highly dense NCs. Sabfeld49 studied growth kinetics of dense arrays 

of self-induced GaN nanocolumns where he showed the exchange of Ga atoms between 

nanocolumns giving rise to shorter NCs and a narrow height distribution at the later stage 

of growth. 
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                             a)                                                           b) 

Fig.2.2 Images of GaN NCs revealing the formation of the shell structure: (a) longitudinal 

view in (112̅0) zone axis of GaN NCs with AlN markers (dark layers). b) STEM bright 

field image of pure GaN NCs (without markers) showing similar shell morphology20. 

 

Alternatively, the growth might depend on a threading dislocation with a c-type Burgers 

vector, as proposed by Frank50 to explain the growth of single crystal “whiskers.”Chern et 

al.51 presented a bi-modal distribution of GaN NC using TEM studies and showed that 

taller NC with no basal stacking faults are Ga polar and shorter ones with basal stacking 

faults are N polar. 

 

2.5 Effect of nitrogen species on NCs growth 

 There are only a couple of papers18,23 that explain the growth morphology of NCs by 

controlling V/III ratio,  the power of plasma source and  the flow rate of nitrogen into the 

source. Only Bertness et al.52 proposed the mechanism of self-induced GaN NCs by MBE  

depending on relative concentration of N species via optical emission spectroscopy of 

nitrogen plasma.  According to the proposed model, the nucleation density of NCs 
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increases with increasing atomic N concentration and the growth rate of NCs increases 

with concentration of molecular N2..However there exists a discrepancy between the 

reported growth conditions and the resulting NC morphologies.   The missing link in this 

case, especially in plasma assisted GaN NC growth, is the effect of nitrogen species and 

this aspect has not yet been subjected to detailed studies.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

2.6 Conclusion 

Though there are several reports on self-induced GaN NC growth by MBE53,54, these do 

not provide a clear  understanding of structural/ morphological evolution of NCs. Self-

induced NCs were reported on various substrates18, 19, with or without a starting buffer 

layer20 and under nitrogen rich conditions without any catalyst. In those reports the 

morphologies, of NCs were shown to be influenced by growth parameters such as Ga 

flux22, substrate type, substrate temperature16, buffer layers23, surface energy and sticking 

coefficients24. However, there exists a discrepancy between the reported growth 

conditions and the resulting NC morphologies. One aspect that has been understudied, 

especially in the plasma assisted GaN NC growths, is the effect of nitrogen species. Due 

to the multiple states and concentrations of the available excited species, it has been 

difficult to quantify and correlate their role with the morphologies of the resulting NCs. 

As such, a comprehensive GaN NC growth model encompassing the effect of species 

remains missing. We report here on the effect of modulating the concentration of molecular 

and atomic species on the morphologies, structural and optical characteristics and 

mechanism of GaN NCs deposited directly on SixNy / Si substrates.  
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3. Experimental methods 

 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter will present the characterization techniques and experimental setups that were 

employed in this work. The NC samples were grown by catalyst-free plasma-assisted 

molecular beam epitaxy. The growth was monitored in situ by reflection high-energy 

electron diffraction (RHEED). Ex-situ structural and optical characterizations were carried 

out by Field Effect Secondary Electron Microscopy (FESEM), High resolution X-ray 

diffraction (HRXRD), Photoluminescence (PL), Raman Scattering, and high-resolution 

transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM). 

 

3.2 Molecular beam epitaxy 

Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) is a method used to produce high-quality layers and 

nanostructures of different materials. Epitaxy means ‘on order’ and comes from the Greek 

epi = “on” and taxis =order.  Single molecules or atoms impinge on the substrate and react 

to form the epitaxial material. In group III-nitride growth, group III-metal is one of the 

precursors, and the other is a nitrogen beam composed of various activated molecular and 

atomic species. The metal species are generated in an effusion cell. The metal is in liquid 

form. It is heated to reach a high pressure in the vapor phase and thus, generate the 

necessary flux at the substrate. The nitrogen species are provided by a radio frequency 

nitrogen plasma source, where N2 molecules are dissociated in a high-frequency plasma 
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cavity. The atoms of metal and gas species react on the hot substrate surface to form the 

nitride material. MBE growth is carried out in an ultra-high  

 
 

 

Fig. 3.1 Principles of MBE growth showing the competition between absorption and 

desorption as well as the critical role of surface diffusion55. 

 

 

vacuum (UHV) chamber with a background pressure of less than 10−9 mbar.  Higher 

pressures would result in the incorporation of impurities in the grown material or might 

even favor recombination before the substrate is reached. So UHV conditions are essential 

to MBE growth. The UHV conditions have two advantages for MBE over other growth 

techniques: The diffusion of adatoms on the substrate surface is very high. Thus, material 

quality is high and atomically sharp interfaces between heterostructures can be grown. 

Furthermore, it allows the use of in-situ characterization techniques.  

 

A simple schematic of the surface dynamics during MBE growth is shown in Fig. 3.1. The 

nucleation process is governed by the adsorption of impinging atoms, diffusion of the 
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adatoms and desorption (evaporation). As an atom is adsorbed on the surface, it may desorb 

or diffuse on the surface to react with other adatoms and form a metastable (i.e., subcritical) 

nucleus. This nucleus may reach the critical size and stabilize on the surface. This will 

initiate material growth. As in MBE, layers and nanostructures are grown far from 

thermodynamic equilibrium, kinetic processes at the substrate surface play an important 

role in the growth. Atoms or molecules impinge and are adsorbed on the substrate surface. 

The adsorbed species then, diffuse on the surface. Then they are either incorporated into 

the crystal lattice or re-evaporated (desorbed). In the case of adsorption desorption 

equilibrium, where, the saturation vapor pressure ps above the substrate is concerned, 

adsorption and desorption events are balanced. For film growth, adsorption of atoms has 

to be higher than desorption of atoms. This can be achieved when vapor pressure of the 

material above substrate p0 is higher than the saturation vapor pressure ps above substrate. 

A part of the adsorbed atoms forms many body aggregates which are energetically 

favorable compared to isolated monomers. These nuclei may still decay by the emission of 

single atoms. Only after the nucleus size exceeds a critical size it is energetically more 

favorable to attach atoms than to lose them.  

 

For the determination of the radius r* of a critical nucleus the following assumptions have 

to be made:  

r = mean linear dimension of the nucleus (spherical "droplet")  

a·r2 = surface of the nucleus exposed to the vapor phase  

b·r2 = contact area between nucleus and substrate  

c·r3 = volume of the nucleus  
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σ1 = surface tension (free energy) of the nucleus  

σ2 = free energy between nucleus and substrate  

σ3 = surface tension (free energy) of the substrate  

∆GV = condensation enthalpy of the coating material  

The total free energy ∆G of a nucleus is then given by 

  

                                        ∆𝐺 = 𝑐𝑟3∆𝐺𝑉 + 𝑎𝑟2σ1 + 𝑏𝑟2σ2 − 𝑏𝑟2σ3                                             (3.1)   

                                                with  

                                            ∆𝐺𝑉 = 𝑘𝑇 𝑙𝑛
𝑃𝑆

𝑃0
                                                                                                (3.2) 

 

V = volume of a film forming particle [m3]  

R = imingement rate of film forming particles  

 pS = saturation vapor pressure  

pO = vapor pressure of coating material above the surface  

Given the assumption that the shape and the free energy of the nuclei do not change with 

their size, taking the first derivative δ∆G/δr = 0 and equating this to zero yields the radius 

r* and the free Energy ∆G* of a critical nucleus:  

                                              𝑟∗ =
−2(𝑎σ1+bσ2−bσ3)3

3𝑐∆𝐺𝑉
                                                               (3.3)                                                                                                        

                                           ∆𝐺𝑉 =
4(𝑎σ1+bσ2−bσ3)3

27𝑐2∆𝐺𝑉
2                                                                   (3.4)                                                      
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The dependence of the free energy ∆G of a nucleus on its size is schematically displayed 

in Fig. 3.2.  

                                     

Fig.3.2 Free energy of nucleus formation in dependence on the nucleus size. 

 

The condition of maximum free energy is equivalent to the minimum stability of the 

nucleus and is given for the critical radius r*. For values of r > r*, the r3 term (volume term) 

is dominant and this leads to the formation of stable and big nuclei. If an additional atom 

attaches to a critical nucleus the nucleus will gain stability (decrease its free energy) and 

the probability of dissociation into single atoms is reduced. If, on the other hand, a single 

atom detaches from the critical nucleus it will decay with high probability, since the 

reduction in r leads to decreasing ∆G. For the formation of a stable film therefore nuclei 

with r > r* have to be formed.  

 

The surface kinetics determine the growth mode to be adopted. Three basic growth modes 

can take place in MBE (see Fig. 3.3): 
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• In the Frank-van der Merwe (FM) or layer-by-layer growth mode the interaction between 

substrate and layer atoms is stronger than between neighboring layer atoms. Each new layer 

starts to grow only when the last one is completed56. 

 

 

 

  

 

   

          a)                                                  b)                                        c) 

Fig 3.3-Schematic diagram of the three basic MBE growth modes: a) Volmer-Weber or 

3Dgrowth, (b) Frank-van-der Merwe or 2D growth, (c) Stranski- Krastanov or layer + 

island growth. θ represents surface coverage in atomic monolayers (ML). 

 

• The opposite case, Volmer-Weber (VW) or 3D growth mode, takes place when the 

interaction between neighboring deposit atoms exceeds the interaction between deposit and 

substrate. In that case, a 3D island (i.e. a multilayer conglomerate of adsorbed atoms) is 

formed57. 

• The Stranski-Krastanow (SK) or layer-plus-island growth mode is an interesting 

intermediate case. After the formation of one, or several, complete 2D monolayers (wetting 

layers), 3D island formation occurs58. These islands grow on top of the first full 2D layer(s).  

 

Many factors may account for the occurrence of a certain growth mode, mainly surface and 

interface energies, lattice mismatch between substrate and deposit material as well as the 
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wetting layer. In the case of NC growth, the two possible growth modes are the Stranski- 

Krastanow (SK) and Volmer-Weber (VW) growth modes, which both result in 3D islands 

that may lead to free-standing NCs. In SK growth mode there will be a GaN wetting layer 

between the NCs and the substrate whereas, in VW growth mode there is no GaN wetting 

layer. Therefore, the presence or absence of a wetting layer is a good indication of the 

prevailing growth mode. MBE growth in this work was carried out on a custom-made 

system equipped with standard effusion cells for gallium, aluminum and indium for group 

III supply and a Veeco plasma cell for N2 supply. Our studies, discussed in Chapter 6, 

clearly indicated that the VW type growth was taking place in our NC samples. 

 

3.3 Reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) 

The main advantages of MBE is the possibility to monitor the growth process by in situ 

electron diffraction or reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED). This is due to 

the very low pressure in the MBE growth chamber. A brief description of the RHEED 

technique and an illustration of typical RHEED patterns will be given below.  RHEED is 

based on the reflection of electrons with high kinetic energy (typically around 20 keV) and 

low incident angle (below 5◦) from the surface of a solid. The electrons are scattered by the 

atomic planes of the crystal, which results in a reciprocal space representation of the 

material. The recorded diffraction pattern is therefore, the result of the intersection of the 

reciprocal lattice with the Ewald sphere (Fig. 3.4)59. 
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Figure 3.4 shows a schematic picture of the RHEED geometry60. 

 

In the case of a crystalline material, the diffraction pattern allows for a direct measurement 

of the inter-plane distances d∥, thus, allowing measurement of the strain state at the growth 

front of the material. 

 

A characteristic property of RHEED is the grazing incidence of the electron beam. As the 

incident angle is very low, only the diffraction pattern of the top 3-5 monolayers (ML) of 

a compact material can be recorded. The signal of deeper material layers will be lost due 

to multiple inelastic and diffuse scattering. Therefore, RHEED is of high interest to 

materials science as it offers a very high surface sensitivity and permits real time 

investigation of the physical processes during the growth. In kinematical scattering, the 

possible reflections are determined by the condition that the wave vectors  �⃗�  and  𝑘0
⃗⃗⃗⃗   of the 

incident and refracted beams differ by a reciprocal lattice vector 𝐺 .             

                                                             

                                         𝐺  = ∆𝐺⃗⃗⃗⃗  ⃗ = �⃗� − 𝑘0
⃗⃗⃗⃗                                                                                (3.5) 
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The kinetic energy of multiple scattered electrons is very low compared to single scattered 

electrons. Hence, the contribution of scattered electrons to the intensity of the RHEED 

pattern can be neglected. We therefore, consider only elastic scattering, i.e., |�⃗� | =  |�⃗� 0|. In 

this case, the diffraction condition can be interpreted by the geometrical construction of the 

Ewald sphere. The diffraction spots appear on the RHEED screen in the case of 

constructive interference according to the Bragg conditions:  

 

                                            𝜆 = 2𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃                                                                                    (3.6) 

 

The lattice constant 𝑑𝐼𝐼 can be derived from the horizontal distance between two adjacent 

spots on the RHEED screen L: 

 

                                         𝑑𝐼𝐼 = 𝐿. 𝜆0𝑡                                                                           (3.7) 

 

where, 𝜆0 is the wavelength of the incident electron beam and t is the distance between 

sample and RHEED screen. Thus, lattice constants can be measured from RHEED. In the 

case of NC growth, the diffraction process is influenced by the NC morphology. As NCs 

are nanocrystals with vertical sidewalls and a small diameter, transmission diffraction 

through the NCs takes place. Therefore, the RHEED patterns undergo a characteristic 

transition from reflection diffraction to transmission diffraction as NC nucleation proceeds. 

RHEED allows the structural investigation of the observed crystal lattice but is also 

sensitive to surface morphology.  
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Figure 3.5 shows four characteristic surface morphologies as well as the corresponding 

RHEED patterns. 

 

               

Fig. 3.5 RHEED patterns for various crystalline surfaces61. 

 

In the case of a specular monocrystalline substrate surface, Laue circles with diffraction 

spots are observed. If the surface is reconstructed, the RHEED pattern will show additional 

reflections depending on the surface reconstruction (Fig. 3.5a). If the surface is 

polycrystalline, the electrons are diffracted equally in all directions, therefore, concentric 

arcs will be observed by RHEED (Fig. 3.5b). In the case of a non-ideal surface presenting 

surface steps of 1 monolayer (ML) in height, the spots will be elongated and form streaks 

(Fig.3.5c). Therefore, this RHEED pattern is commonly named streaky. This is the typical 

pattern that will be observed in the case of layer growth in MBE. If the surface presents a 

very high roughness or 3D objects like quantum dots or NCs, transmission electron 

diffraction through these objects will happen. The resulting pattern presents diffraction 

spots according to the Bragg diffraction rules (Fig. 3.5d). This pattern geometry is typical 

for nitride NC growth. If the substrate surface is not crystalline, no electron diffraction 
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takes place and all electrons undergo diffuse scattering. Therefore, no pattern can be 

observed in RHEED and only a diffuse intensity is recorded. RHEED investigation in this 

work was carried out with an acceleration voltage of 15 kV and an electron beam current 

of 20 mA. The incident angle of the electron beam was ~ 3◦. 

 

3.4 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

As name indicates Scanning electron microscopes (SEMs) do imaging with an electron 

beam that scans through the sample. SEMs typically operate between 1 kV to 30 kV which 

means the wavelength of the electrons is approximately 9.7 nm. Therefore, SEMs have a 

much better resolution than light microscopes, In an SEM the electrons only interact with 

the surface of the sample. To take an SEM image, the electron beam is rastered across a 

selected area of the sample. The high energy electrons transfer some of their energy to 

electrons of the sample's atoms, causing the atoms to ionize. The electrons resulting from 

the ionization (called secondary electrons) have a low energy, which means they can only 

escape the sample if they are close to the surface of the sample. Electrons that escape the 

sample are accelerated toward a detector. As the electron beam is raster-scanned across an 

area of the sample, the number of electrons detected is translated into intensity for each 

pixel on a computer monitor. Because electrons near sharp corners or edges can more easily 

escape the sample and get into the electron detector, it gives contrast in the image. Back-

scattered electrons (BSE) are beam electrons that are reflected from the sample by elastic 

scattering. BSE are often used in analytical SEM along with the spectra made from the 

characteristic X-rays, because the intensity of the BSE signal is strongly related to the 

atomic number (Z) of the specimen. BSE images can provide information about the 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elastic_scattering
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elastic_scattering
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distribution of different elements in the sample. The basic mechanics of SEM operation is 

illustrated in Fig. 3.6.  In this study a Field Emission SEM was used to examine the 

morphology of samples grown under different conditions. It was also used to characterize 

the size and shape of the nanocolumns as well as how the nanocolumns are connected to 

the substrate. 

 

 

Figure 3.6: A diagram of the electron beam of a SEM going through a series of electro-magnetic 

lenses and interacting with the sample. Secondary electrons escape the surface of the sample and 

get detected. 
 

 

3.5 X-ray diffraction 

X-ray diffraction was used to determine the crystal structure as well as the crystallographic 

orientation of the NCs with respect to the substrate. A Bruker D8 HRXRD was used to 

study the crystalline property of the GaN NCs. X-rays were generated by a ceramic tube 

with a copper anode operating at a 40 mA emission current and a 40 kV acceleration 
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voltage. The Cu Kα (wavelength λ=1.5405�̇�) was selected by a monochromator consisting 

of four Ge (220) crystals. The incident beam is diffracted at the crystal lattice planes. The 

lattice plane spacing d can be determined by the maxima of the intensity of the diffracted 

beam at diffraction angles θ according to Bragg’s law  

 

                                                            𝜆 = 2𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃                                                                (3.8) 

 

The following equation relates the dhkl value to the lattice parameters a and c in 

hexagonal systems. 

 

                                                  
1

dhkl
2 =

4

3

h2+k2+hk

a2 + 
l2

c2                                             (3.9) 

                                                                                                     

The standard scan mode is the 2θ-ω scan, where the sample stage and detector arm are 

moved in such a way that the incidence angle of the X-ray beam with respect to the sample 

surface, is kept equal to the scattering / detector angle (ω = θ; Fig. 3.7). This allows 

determination of the spacing of the lattice planes parallel to the sample surface, and thereby 

identifying the growth direction. The NCs can grow tilted with respect to the substrate 

surface normal. This tilt angle can be evaluated by the full width at half maximum (FWHM) 

of a symmetrical reflection recorded in the ω-scan mode (rocking curve). For this, the 

sample is rotated around the ω axis, whereas the X-ray source and the detector stay at fixed 
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positions. The epitaxial relation of the NCs with respect to the substrate can by probed by 

 

a)                                              b) 

Figure 3.7: (a) Schematic view of the HRXRD diffractometer. (b) Illustration of the Euler 

angles. 

 

 

rotating the sample around its surface normal (ϕ-scan). For a symmetric reflection (i.e. 

scattering by lattice planes that are parallel to the sample surface), a signal can be detected 

independently of the value of ϕ. However, for an asymmetric reflection (i.e. scattering by 

lattice planes that are not parallel to the sample surface) the reflection can be observed only 

for certain ϕ angles. For example, the (105) reflection of GaN (2θ = 105.015◦, offset = 

20.58◦, where offset is the angle at which the incident beam meets a crystal plane when the 

planes are not parallel to the sample surface) exhibits a six-fold symmetry in ϕ due to the 

hexagonal wurtzite crystal structure and can therefore be detected only for ϕ = m.60◦ (m = 

0 . . . 5).  θ of symmetric (002 and 004) and antisymmetric (105) reflections are measured 

and using a William Hall (W-H)  plot62 we can extract the NCs tilt, twist and lateral 

coherence length. The FWHM of the crystallographic plane depends on both the tilt and 
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twist angle. The tilt can be obtained from the W-H measurement. For example, tilt and 

lateral coherence length broaden the angular scan of symmetric (002), (004), and (006) 

reflections. The slope of a plot with βω sin(θ) / λ  against sin(θ) / λ for these reflections 

gives the tilt angle. βω is FWHM of the RC and θ  is the peak position. The mosaicity of 

the NCs under the assumption the film consists of perfect blocks which are tilted or twisted 

with respect to each other.  The mosaicity is defined by the tilt, twist and size of the mosaic 

blocks (coherent length) of the crystal structure. ω-scans of 000l reflections, where the 

sample is rotated about the wafer normal during the scan, are used to measure the lattice 

tilt and φ scans of asymmetric reflections are used to measure the twist. 

 

3.6 Photoluminescence Spectroscopy 

Exciting a semiconductor with an above band gap light produces excited electrons and 

holes. These excited carriers will find any number of pathways to reach their initial ground 

state. Many of these recombination pathways are radiative in nature, meaning that they 

emit light with energy specific to that transition. Very useful information can be gained 

about defects and impurities in the crystal, that have formed energy levels in the band gap, 

by analyzing the spectral nature of the emitted light, or luminescence. For our purpose, the 

NCs were excited (at room-temperature) by the 325 nm line of a He-Cd laser and their 

luminescence was collected by a GaAs multiplier located at the exit of a monochromator. 

 

3.7 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 

For the structural characterization of NCs, high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) was used.  The 

TEM imaging is based on the interaction between an electron beam and the specimen. The 
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interaction between electron and specimen can be grouped into elastic scattering and 

inelastic scattering. In elastic scattering, the electrons are scattered by the Coulomb force 

between incident electrons and the electrostatic field of the specimen atoms but conserve 

their kinetic energy. In the case of inelastic scattering, the electron’s kinetic energy is not 

conserved. Elastically scattered electrons are the major source for imaging in bright-field 

TEM and HRTEM modes. TEM imaging is thus able to give very exact information on the 

geometry of the scattering specimen, i.e., the crystal lattice, but will give less information 

about the nature of the crystal’s atoms. By using HRTEM, the crystal lattice can be 

imagined with the highest precision so as to investigate the crystal symmetry, stacking and 

the presence and nature of extended defects63. No information, however, is directly 

obtained on the specimen’s chemical composition. In the case of binary group III-nitrides, 

the chemical composition is determined by the growth conditions and hence,TEM analysis 

was used to obtain structural information. For that matter, we used imaging modes only 

involving elastic scattering. 

 

3.8 Conclusion 

In this chapter we summarized the characterization techniques used in this research. In the 

following chapters we will use them and present our findings with respect to the effect of 

the nitrogen species on GaN NCs structural and optical properties.  

 

The NCs’ distinct morphology is easily distinguished and analyzed by the various available 

characterization techniques. GaN NCs have vertical side walls and small diameter, thus, 

resulting in a high aspect ratio. Therefore, the RHEED patterns could show a clear 
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transition from reflection diffraction to transmission diffraction as nucleation proceeds 

from a 2D to a 3D regime. The diffraction spots are created according to the Bragg’s 

diffraction rule. Nucleation of randomly oriented crystalline GaN NCs are represented by 

broken rings RHEED pattern. With continued growth the long ring like structures 

transform into a RHEED pattern with elongated spots indicating growth of wurtzite (WZ) 

3D. The broadening in RHEED images implies a slight spread in orientation of the GaN 

NCs with respect to the Si (111) substrate. The morphology of GaN NCs can be examined 

by SEM images. The NC samples are cleaved and cross sectional and plan view images 

are captured. Then length, diameter and density is determined using a commercially 

available ImageJ software. Using high resolution x-ray diffraction (XRD), the orientation 

of the NC ensembles as well as their strain state can be determined. The strain in the film 

during growth can alter the lattice constant of the crystal, causing the lattice constant of a 

crystal to increase (tensile strain) or decrease (compressive strain). We used W-H plot of 

000l reflections to measure the lattice tilt and φ scans of asymmetric reflections to measure 

the twist, where the sample is rotated about the wafer normal during the scan. The band 

gap energy of nitrides is very sensitive to the strain state. In that sense, compared to more 

complex structural characterizations, PL is a straightforward way to indirectly determine 

the strain state via measurement of the bandgap emission energy. Also, lower defect 

densities being a critical characteristic of NCs when compared to 2D GaN layers, the 

signature of both strain and defects can be measured by PL spectroscopy more simply and 

precisely than other methods. Therefore, PL spectroscopy is widely used to evaluate the 

crystal quality of GaN NCs. HRTEM analysis is performed to extract a variety of valuable 
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information like crystal structure, epitaxial relation and quality of the interfaces and defect 

structures. 
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4. The effect of active nitrogen species on the growth of GaN NC 

on Si (111) 

 

4.1 Introduction    

Self-assembled NCs have been reported on various substrates, e.g., sapphire17 and silicon18, 

with or without a starting buffer layer, e.g., AlN19 and SixNy
20, and under nitrogen rich 

conditions without any catalyst. In those reports the morphologies, density, length and 

diameter, of NCs were shown to be influenced by growth parameters such as Ga flux21, 

substrate type, substrate temperature15, buffer layers22, surface energy and sticking 

coefficients23. However, there exists a discrepancy between the reported growth conditions 

and the resulting NC morphologies. Literature shows two groups growing NCs under 

similar growth conditions haven’t really got similar morphological resemblance in the 

NCs64,2.  

 

One aspect that has been understudied, especially in the plasma assisted GaN NC growths, 

is the effect of nitrogen species. Due to the multiple states and concentrations of the 

available excited species, it has been difficult to quantify and correlate their role with the 

morphologies of the resulting NCs. As such, a comprehensive GaN NC growth model 

encompassing the effect of species remains unestablished. Out of a few reported studies on 

the effect of species, Bertness et al. reported an increase in growth rate (GR) with 

increasing molecular N2 species for GaN NCs grown on an AlN buffer layer on Si (111). 

The authors stressed on the necessity of an AlN buffer layer and excess of N atoms on the 
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nucleation of GaN NCs54. The source of activated nitrogen is perhaps the single most 

important piece of equipment to consider for the growth of GaN, as the type of source 

chosen can have a dramatic impact on the material grown. It is necessary to “activate” 

molecular nitrogen, as the binding energy of N2 (9.5 eV) is too high to thermally dissociate 

at the substrate temperatures used. The chemical composition of the nitrogen species 

generated in a radio frequency (rf) plasma source is typically a complex mixture of 

molecules, atoms, ions and molecular metastables. Neutral molecular nitrogen in its ground 

state is inert at the growth temperatures used in MBE. For the growth of nitride-based 

materials it is necessary, and indeed of paramount importance to determine the constituent 

ingredients that are generated by the plasma source for the purpose of understanding the 

growth kinetics and mechanics. The quality of semiconductors in general, and GaN in 

particular, is greatly influenced by the type of active species. The analysis of the species of 

active nitrogen emitted from an rf-plasma source can be complicated. It is worth noting 

that it is not necessarily what is generated in the plasma itself that matters, but rather what 

species of nitrogen reach the growth surface.  Radio frequency (rf) plasmas used to activate 

nitrogen species for their subsequent incorporation into nitrides have their own 

complications. Various active nitrogen species get generated within the plasma65 cavity. In 

GaN growth, often only two plasma variables: 1) applied rf power and 2) gas flow rate are 

reported in the literature. But other factors such as the plasma source’s geometry, the power 

coupling mechanism, type of materials that confine the plasma, the size of the exit holes, 

as well as the number and orientation of these holes66 are also important.  This is the reason 

nitride films grown in two different laboratories with the same power and flowrates have 

different proportions of active species and hence, results in literature appear contradictory. 
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In order to address the problem, we used the strategy of    carefully characterizing the 

nitrogen plasma source by optical emission spectroscopy (OES ) and understanding the 

relative abundances of molecular and atomic nitrogen species  first and then, examining 

the effect of their relative abundance on growth morphology and mechanism of GaN NCs 

grown on Si (111). In the chapter, we discuss the effect of modulating the molecular and 

atomic species on the NC morphologies deposited directly on SixNy / Si substrates. We 

compared GaN NCs morphologies by (a) modulating the concentration of molecular 

species (Cmol) while keeping the atomic species concentration (Cat) constant and (b) 

modulating the concentration of atomic species (Cat) while keeping the molecular species 

concentration (Cmol) constant. (c) Identifying the effect of the molecular/atomic ratio 

(Cmol/Cat) of species on the morphologies.  

 

4.2 Description of MBE system 

Our MBE system consists of ultra-high vacuum (UHV) chamber that is typically evacuated 

to less than 10-10 Torr. The MBE set-up used for the present work is shown in Fig. 4.1. The 

UHV environment makes MBE a very clean process, something that is essential in 

semiconductor growth where impurities of 10 parts per billion can have a dramatic effect 

on device performance. Gas-phase interactions are also negligible due to the low operating 

pressures. During growth by MBE, thermal sources produce beams of atoms or molecules 

that are directed to the heated substrate where thin film growth occurs. As the name implies, 

the beams of atoms and molecules are in the molecular, not hydrodynamic, flow regime. 

The beams can thus, be considered as non-interacting, unidirectional sources. This allows 

for control of the reacting species to be maintained during growth. Molecular beams are 
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typically generated using standard MBE-compatible Knudsen cells consisting of a resistive 

heater assembly surrounding a crucible containing the source material with a thermocouple 

to monitor the source temperature. We have used Ga, In, Al cells for the growth of III-V 

nitrides and Mg and Si for doping. The temperature of the source and the vapor pressure 

of the material determine the flux of material that reaches the substrate. In order to achieve 

temperature stability, a Eurotherm temperature controller with a feedback loop has been 

employed in the cells. A Veeco rf nitrogen plasma source is used to generate the required 

active nitrogen species. 

                              

Fig.4.1 III-V MBE system used for the GaN NC growth. 
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4.3 Characterization of nitrogen plasma by optical emission spectroscopy (OES) 

4.3.1. Nitrogen plasma and OES  

Gas plasma is an effective tool for the conversion of highly stable gases such as N2 to more 

active atomic and molecular species suitable for MBE growth. The Veeco UNI-Bulb™ 

(Fig. 4.2a) features a patented one-piece PBN gas inlet tube and plasma bulb to eliminate 

gas leakage around the bulb. The resulting plasma is highly stable and reproducible, 

allowing many hours of run time without source re-tuning. Fig. 4.2b) shows the schematic 

of the plasma source. 

 

                                                                                                             

a)                                                                                  b) 

Fig.4.2 a) UNI-Bulb Veeco RF nitrogen plasma source. Inset shows the entire source.b) 

Schematic of RF nitrogen source: (a) discharge tube made of pyrolitic boron nitride (PBN), 

(b) orifice made of PBN. To confine the outlet excited nitrogen species, (c) RF inductive 

coil and water cooling, (d) connector for RF power supply. This connector is connected to 

an RF matching box, (e) connector to water feed line, (f) optical window for OES 

measurement, (g) feed line of nitrogen gas67. 
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In our experiments, the nitrogen plasma was characterized by optical emission 

spectroscopy (OES). The OES data provides insight into relative proportions of active 

nitrogen species. We performed most spectroscopic studies of active nitrogen by 

examining the light generated inside the plasma cell. The plasma’s optical emission 

spectrometry (OES) measurements were taken using an Ocean Optics PC spectrometer 

(Fig. 4.3). 

      

 

Fig.4.3 Schematic of OES setup. 

 

Plasma monitoring was accomplished using a flexible modular setup. A high resolution 

spectrometer was configured with a grating, slit and a variable long pass filter. We coupled 

a long optical fiber cable to a large diameter collimating lens. The collected data was 

displayed by an optics software resident on a PC. The wavelengths of the emission lines 

were used to identify the species present in the plasma with the emission line intensity used 

to quantify their relative abundance in real time. 
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The OES used for determination of active nitrogen species in the plasma had a limitation. 

The analysis of the species of active nitrogen emitted from an rf-plasma source is 

complicated. It is not necessarily what is generated inside the plasma, but what species of 

nitrogen reach the growth surface that is important. In the present case, the spectroscopic 

studies of active nitrogen was performed by examining the light generated inside the 

plasma cell. This was accomplished by collecting the light through an optical port at the 

back of the source with the line-of-sight directly into the plasma cell (described above). 

Nevertheless, the acquired data was not necessarily arising only from the actual species 

exiting in the plasma cavity and participating in the growth. This is mainly due to various 

gas-phase interactions occurring at the exit aperture which also serves as a filter to many 

of the cavity plasma species. 

 

4.3.2 Energy levels of nitrogen 

Figure 4.4 shows the energy levels of the nitrogen molecule. For this work, we were 

particularly interested in the chemically inert ground state and the metastable state of the 

nitrogen corresponding to the transition from B3Ʃg to A3Ʃ+
u state with energy 

approximately 6 eV above the ground state. This A3Ʃ+
u metastable electronic state is 

commonly referred to as N2
*. N2

* peak in the 600–700 nm range is broad due to transitions 

from the different vibrationally excited states within each of the two electronic states. The 

B3Ʃg electronic state has a lifetime of 5–13 μs, while the A3Ʃ+
u metastable electronic state 

has a relaxation time of 1.3±0.3 seconds,68 considerably longer than usual decay times. The 

thermal energy can be used to determine the minimum velocity of the nitrogen molecules. 

For an estimated plasma cell temperature of 720°C,69 a nitrogen molecule would take less 
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than 0.33 ms to travel the 24.2-cm distance from the nitrogen source to the substrate. This 

time is significantly shorter than the lifetime of the metastable molecule. The absolute 

concentrations of additional active neutral species generated in a plasma are several orders 

of magnitude lower than N or N2
*, and therefore, are assumed to be negligible. 

 

 

              

Fig. 4.4 Energy levels of molecular nitrogen and the formation energy of GaN70. 

 

4.3.3 Determination of relative concentration of species  

According to studies by Iliopoulos et al.71 and Kikuchi et al.18 OES can relate the relative 

concentrations of  N and N2
* to growth rates of GaN. Carrere et al.72 further demonstrated 

this for dilute nitrides. Ptak et al.66 suggested each specie can contribute to nitrogen 

incorporation showing that the GaN growth rate depends on fluxes from both atomic N 
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and metastable N2
*. Furthermore Agarwal et al.65 Showed that the appropriate way to 

determine the absolute densities of N and N2
* at the substrate plane in an inductively 

coupled N2 plasma is by line-of-sight threshold ionization mass spectrometry. A similar 

experiment was previously done by Meyers et al.73 by putting the source in a direct line 

of sight of a quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) and measuring the effect of atomic 

and metastable nitrogen fluxes on the GR and electrical properties of GaN.  

 

In a nitrogen plasma, the dissociation degree (D) can be estimated by QMS74. Vaudo et 

al.75 showed a more direct measurement of the dissociation degree through OES. They 

proposed the estimation of D in nitrogen plasmas based on the atomic to molecular ratios. 

Based on combined OES and QMS experiments, McCullogh et al.76,77 determined a linear 

relationship between the quantity D/(1-D) and the ratio of the intensity of the atomic 

nitrogen line at 746.8 nm to the intensity of 4-2 molecular band (750.4nm) of the first 

positive system. . Furthermore, Cho et al78. conducted a comparative study between ECR 

and RF plasma sources using QMS and OES. They found that the RF sources generate a 

higher atomic than molecular nitrogen species density. The rf sources are more favorable 

in yielding lower state molecular and atomic nitrogen species and providing a good 

correlation between the OES (inside the cavity) and QMS (near the substrate) intensities. 

Thus,  the literature survey, in general, showed that OES data acquired inside the plasma 

cavity could provide quantitatively the relative abundance of N species reaching the 

substrate surface. 
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The plot shown in Fig.4.5 corresponds to emission spectra captured within the 500-880 nm 

range for an RF power of 450W and N2 flow rate of 2.0 sccm. The broad band emission 

(570-680 nm) corresponds to the first positive series of excited molecular N2
*arising from 

B3Ʃg to A3Ʃ+
u transitions79.Transitions with a change Δν = -4 in the molecular vibrational 

level is the origin of the band at 570–610 nm, while those with Δν= -3 and -2 correspond 

to the 610–690 and 710–780nm bands. The peaks centered at 744.6 nm, 821.3 nm and 

864.8 nm are the emission from multiplets of atomic nitrogen N.  

 

                       

Fig. 4.5 Representative emission spectra from a nitrogen plasma acquired at 450 Watt RF 

power and 2.00 sccm nitrogen flow rate. 

 

 

The relative concentration of active nitrogen species of the RF nitrogen plasma was 

investigated by optical emission spectroscopy as a function of coupled RF power and 

nitrogen flow. In order to quantify the nitrogen plasma content, the concentration of 
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molecular N2
* species (Cmol) was calculated using the integrated optical emission or total 

area under the curve within the spectral range (562-691 nm). The concentration of atomic 

N species (Cat) was calculated by taking the area under the spectral line (816-826 nm). The 

parameter space investigated spanned the regions of 0.2–4.0 sccm in nitrogen flow and 

200–500W in RF power. The plasma source was in the high brightness mode which is 

preferred during growth of nitrides.  

 

Fig.4.6 shows the emission intensity of excited molecular species and atomic species as a 

function of power and flow rate. The emission intensity of excited molecular nitrogen 

species increases monotonically with both the RF power and nitrogen flow rate, while at a 

given power level it tends to saturate beyond a certain flow rate (Fig. 4.6 a and b). The 

 

  
 

                         a)                                                                       b) 
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Fig.4.6 a) and b) Integrated intensity of excited molecular species optical transitions as a 

function of RF power and nitrogen gas flow rate. c) and d) integrated intensity of atomic 

species optical transitions as a function of RF power and nitrogen gas flow rate. 

 

 

highest measured value at 500W and 4.0 sccm is about 3-4 times higher than the lowest 

one obtained at 200W and 0.2 sccm. It can also be observed that at low power levels the 

intensity saturates ‘‘earlier’’ with flow rate than in the case of high power levels. The 

behavior of the atomic emission intensity is very different. It increases monotonically with 

RF power but is almost independent of the nitrogen flow rate (Fig. 4.6 c and d). A very 

small increase in atomic emission intensity with flow rate is observed in the case of RF 

powers up to 450 W. The intensity decreases above this power. A sharp initial increase of 

atomic intensity with flow rate is observed for power 500W followed by a drop. The 

difference in the  behavior of these two populations of active nitrogen species (Cmol and 
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Cat) permits one to widely tune the excited molecular to atomic nitrogen ratio (Cmol/Cat) in 

the RF source as a function of the source operating parameters, RF power and flow rate. 

 

a)                                                                          b) 

                                   

c) 

Fig 4.7 a) and b) represent ratio of molecular to atomic population (Cmol/Cat) as a function 

of RF power and flow rate. c) Contour map of Cmol/Cat as a function of RF power and 

nitrogen gas flow rate. 

 

 

Fig. 4.7 a) and b) show the variation of Cmol / Cat ratio as a function of power and flowrate 

respectively. Fig 4.7 c) shows the contour map of measured Cmol / Cat ratio as a function of 
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RF power and nitrogen flow rate. This ratio increases by more than two orders of magnitude 

as the source operating conditions change from high power and small flow rates to low 

power and high flow rates in the investigated parameter space. 

 

4.4 Temperature calibration 

The growth temperature was measured using the blackbody radiation emitted from the 

sample under growth. The radiation was collected by a pyrometer through an optical 

viewport aligned with the line of sight of the substrate holder. The emission intensity was 

calibrated against a conventional thermocouple seated ~ 1 mm behind the substrate heater 

using a polished silicon wafer with known emissivity. Fig. 4.8 shows the temperature plot 

of pyrometer vs. thermocouple. The slope represents the temperature of the pyrometer over 

the thermocouple. 

                                 

 

Fig.4.8 Temperature monitored by pyrometer vs. temperature of thermocouple. 
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4.5 Thermal cleaning of substrate surface 

Si wafer in the loading chamber was heated for 30mins. to remove any residual gas and 

water vapor and then deoxidized in main chamber at 8500C for 10mins. GaN NCs were 

grown at high temperature and in UHV conditions. These conditions guaranty quasi 

contamination-free growth. Hence, it is really important to prepare the substrate surface 

prior to insertion in the reactor. For the purpose of growth, quarter inch Si (111) wafers 

were used. Si is extremely sensitive to oxygen and the oxidation process of Si cannot be 

avoided as it gets exposed to ambient prior to loading into the MBE chamber.  

 

                                              𝑆𝑖 + 𝑥𝑂 = 𝑆𝑖𝑂𝑥                                                                  (4.1) 

 

In order to get an oxide-free surface a commonly used preparation technique is chemical 

cleaning. Si (111) wafers were prepared for growth by degreasing in trichloroethylene, 

acetone and methanol, 5 min each. In order to remove the oxide layer and passivate the 

surface so as to minimize the oxidation reaction, the Si wafer was etched by a methanol 

and hydrofluoric acid (HF) mixture in the ratio of 9:1 followed by rinsing in deionized 

water, and blown dry with nitrogen. This procedure passivates the Si surface by creating a 

surface terminated by Si–H bonds, thereby prohibiting the reaction of Si with oxygen. After 

chemical cleaning the substrate was introduced into the preparation chamber and degassed 

at ~ 125 °C for 1 hr. It was then, inserted in the MBE reactor and deoxidized at 830°C, as 

confirmed by observation of a 7x7 RHEED reconstruction pattern (Fig.4.9).  
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a)                                       b) 

Fig.4.9 RHEED reflection patterns on Si (111) surface. a) The 1X1 pattern of a surface 

showing thin oxide layer;b) The 7X7 pattern showing oxide-free atomically clean surface 

of reconstructed Si (111)surface; c) The six additional spots appeared between the main 

1X1 spots. 

 

 

4.6 Surface nitridation 

One of the main issues in nitride growth on Si (111) is the high reactivity of the Si surface 

to the impinging nitrogen atoms. Silicon reacts with nitrogen to form silicon nitride. 

Depending on the growth condition, the nature of the obtained silicon nitride can be 

amorphous or crystalline. Crystalline silicon nitride is formed under stoichiometric 

conditions and at a high temperature (over 1000 ◦C): 

 

                                                     3𝑆𝑖 + 4𝑁 = 𝑆𝑖3𝑁4                                                    (4.2) 

 

In the case of III-Nitride-MBE, nitrogen is provided by the plasma with active nitrogen 

species impinging on the Si surface at relatively low temperatures. Under these conditions 

the resulting silicon nitride will be amorphous: 
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                                                    𝑥𝑆𝑖 + 𝑦𝑁 = 𝑆𝑖𝑥𝑁𝑦                                                     (4.3) 

 

 

 

 

 

  a)                                            b)                                            c) 

Fig.4.10 Evolution of RHEED pattern along [1120] azimuth after 10, 20 and 35 s 

nitridation of Si (111).  a) Faded  7X7 reconstruction at 10 s; b) Even more faded  RHEED 

reconstructions  after 20 s; c)  Faint 1X1 showing that SiN is not fully amorphous. 

 

 

To obtain high adatom diffusion on the substrate surface, high substrate temperatures are 

needed for the growth of nitride NCs. However, at high substrate temperatures adatom 

desorption is also high and thus, the probability of GaN nucleation is low. As such, the 

nucleation phase for nitride NCs is relatively long (several minutes). This is in contrast 

with the reaction between Si and nitrogen, which is very fast with a SixNy layer formed in 

less than a minute exposure time. Therefore, the formation of an amorphous SixNy layer is 

inevitable during the growth of buffer layer and catalyst-free GaN NCs on Si (111). 

 

4.7 Nitridation:  experimental conditions 

Typical experimental conditions for the nitridation of the Si surface were chosen as 

follows: 

Table 4.1: Typical experimental conditions for the nitridation of the Si surface 
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The kinetics of the nitridation process was studied by RHEED. Figure 4.10 shows a series 

of 3 RHEED patterns taken at 10, 20 and 35 s during N plasma exposure.In Fig. 4.9(b) a 

bright (7 × 7) Si surface reconstruction can be observed confirming an atomically clean Si 

surface, especially free of any Si oxide. As the nitrogen plasma beam is directed onto the 

Si surface, nitridation proceeds (Fig. 4.10 (a) to (c)), the (7 × 7) reconstruction disappears 

and finally the (1 × 1) main Si reflection becomes faint with a bright background, due to 

the formation of a mixture of crystalline and amorphous SiN layer a few nm in thickness. 

 

4.8 Detection of 3D growth regime 

In order to grow GaN NCs, the growth regime needs to be selected first. For selecting the 

growth regime for 3D GaN, the 2D growth parameters were chosen as the starting point of 

reference. The growth conditions for 2D GaN film on GaN template on sapphire are as 

follows: 

Table 4.2: The growth conditions for 2D GaN film on GaN template on sapphire 

Substrate 

temperature (Tsub) 

0C 

Nitrogen plasma 

power (P) 

W 

nitrogen flux 

( ΦN2) (sccm) 

Nitridation time 

(t) s 

770 450 1.0 35 
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A streaky RHEED ensures 2D GaN growth. 

 

In order to select the 3D growth regime of GaN on sapphire, the substrate temperature was 

increased from 697 °C up to 740 °C  keeping all other parameters constant. The RHEED 

image shows a transformation from a 2D streaky pattern to a 3D spotty pattern as the 

temperature was raised. The spots did not disappear or converted to streaks as the 

temperature was lowered back to 697 °C. SEM images (Fig. 4.11a) show the formation of 

pits on the substrate surface. The formation of the pits indicates the 2D surface is getting 

3D because of the dissociation of GaN at higher temperature. The SEM image of the sample  

 

               

 

 

           a)                                     b)                                c)                                 d) 

Fig. 4.11a) shows SEM image and b), c), d) show RHEED images of the GaN surface as 

the temperature is raised from 697 °C up to 740 °C. 

 

Substrate 

temperature 

(Tsub) 
0C 

Nitrogen plasma 

power (P) 

W 

nitrogen flux 

( ΦN2) 

(sccm) 

Ga flux  

(ΦGa) Torr 

697 450 1.0 4.0x10-7 

500nm 
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Surface after the growth at 742 °C followed by one at 697 °C is shown in Fig.4.11 a). A 

streaky 1x1 RHEED reflection at the [1120] azimuthal position for a GaN thin film on a 

GaN template on sapphire at the 2D stoichiometric temperature of 697 °C is shown in Fig. 

4.11 b). The RHEED pattern turned 3D as the temperature was raised to 707 °C (Fig. 4.11 

c) and remained as 3D RHEED spots when the temperature was raised to 742 °C  and 

cooled down to stoichiometric temperature of 697 °C (Fig. 4.11 d).  

 

Similarly in order to further identify the 3D growth regime window, the growth 

temperature was decreased to 650 °C from the stoichiometric temperature of 697 °C.  The 

RHEED and SEM images (Fig. 4.12 a, b, c and d) showed the formation of 3D spots on 

the substrate surface, though the 3D spots looked different than those observed for the 

higher temperature window. This is quite expected. As we increase the temperature the 

growth approaches towards the N rich conditions due to the higher Ga desorption rate. 

When the growth temperature is lower than stoichiometric condition the growth approaches 

towards the Ga rich regime where Ga droplets form on the surface leading to a 3D growth. 

Thus, the SEM and RHEED do not present these two cases in a similar way. The SEM  

 

 

 

 

          a)                                b)                              c)                            d) 

Fig. 4.12a) shows SEM image and b), c), d) show RHEED images of the GaN surface as 

the temperature is lowered from 697 °C to 650 °C. 

500 nm 
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image of the sample grown at 650 °C and then heated up to 697 °C is shown in Fig. 4.12 

a). A streaky 1x1 RHEED reflection at the [1120] azimuthal direction for a GaN thin film 

deposited in a GaN template on sapphire at the stoichiometric temperature condition of 697 

°C is shown in Fig. 4.12 b). The RHEED pattern became 3D spotty as the temperature was 

decreased to 650 °C as shown in Fig. 4.12 c) and remained the same as the temperature was 

decreased to 650 °C and heated up to the stoichiometric temperature of 697 °C (Fig. 4.12d). 

 

4.9 Optimization of growth conditions 

Once the growth regime was identified the GaN 3D growth was started on Si (111) by 

lowering and raising the substrate temperature from stoichiometric growth condition. The 

growth conditions along with the sample identification numbers are depicted in the table 

below: 

Table 4.3: Optimized Growth conditions for the growth of the NCs on Si wafer 

Sample # Ga flux (Torr) N2 plasma Tsub (
°C) Growth 

duration 

1482 4x10-7 400W/1.00sccm 773 2hrs 

1481 4x10-7 400W/1.00sccm 752 2hrs 

1476 4x10-7 400W/1.00sccm 730 2hrs 

1475 4x10-7 400W/1.00sccm 697 2hrs 

1474 4x10-7 400W/1.00sccm 664 2hrs 

1477 4x10-7 400W/1.00sccm 631 2hrs 
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The specimens discussed in this chapter were grown with MBE using Ga metal and a radio-

frequency (RF) plasma-enhanced N2 source on Si (111) substrates. The growth conditions 

were chosen such that the V/III ratios were typically ~ 44 based on the beam equivalent 

pressure (BEP) of total N species to Ga beam BEP. The most typical operating conditions 

during GaN nanocolumn growth were 1 sccm and 400 W, respectively. The external RF 

impedance matching circuit was adjusted so that the reflected power was 1W or lower. The 

Ga flux was 4x10-7 Torr and substrate temperature was varied from 631°C to 873°C in order 

to select the optimum growth condition. The growth duration was 2hrs. The SEM images 

of samples grown under these conditions are shown in Fig.4.13.  

 

         

      

           

 

              a)                            b)                             c)                          d) 

Fig. 4.13 Effect of substrate temperature on the specimen surface: plan view of the samples 

grown at substrate temperatures of a) 773°C b) 752 °C c) 7300C d) 631°C. 

 

At low substrate temperatures starting from 631-730 °C, the NC specimens showed 

coalescence. Within this temperature window, all 3D precursor islands would reach the 

critical size at the same time, giving rise to the continuous growth of NCs with the same 

length. As the temperature increases to 752 °C, the 3D precursors reach a stable critical size 

slowly and NCs become well separated.  At a higher temperature of 773 °C the NCs grow 

    

500nm 
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non uniformly. NCs grow densely in a certain part of the wafer and sparsely in the rest of 

the wafer. It indicates that the temperature is very high for the experimental conditions 

demonstrated above and the 3D precursors take a long time to reach stable critical size 

throughout the wafer. Furthermore, the optimized growth conditions were not achieved at 

the same time. So the precursors did not start to grow simultaneously. With increase in 

temperature the decrease in nucleation probability caused the 3D precursors to reach 

critical size at different times, giving rise to variation in length in NCs.  The distribution in 

diameter with temperature is shown in Fig.4.14. 

 

 

 

 

               a)                                                                 b)                                                        c) 

Fig.4.14 NCs diameter distribution with temperature: a) 730°C b) 752°C c) 773 °C. 

 

The variation of diameter and length with temperature is shown below: 
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a)                                                                        b) 

Fig.4.15 Variation of NCs diameter and length with temperature: a) diameter variation with 

substrate temperature b) length variation with temperature. 

 

Diameter and length of NCs were calculated from the plan view and cross sectional SEM 

images respectively.  From the SEM images it is clear that NCs were uniformly grown 

throughout the quarter inch wafer at 752 °C and they displayed less coalescence. Thus 752 

°C was selected as the substrate temperature for the detailed study. All other growth 

parameters are presented in table 4.3. Once the growth conditions were optimized, GaN 

NC samples were grown on Si (111) to study the effect of   nitrogen species relative 

abundance on their morphology. 

 

4.10 The effect of ratio of nitrogen species (Cmol/Cat) on morphology 

In an RF nitrogen plasma source, various active nitrogen species were generated by varying 

two parameters: the plasma power and nitrogen flow rate. The relative composition of 

various active nitrogen species generated in the plasma cavity was determined by (OES)56. 
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The plot shown in Fig.4.5 corresponds to emission spectra captured within the 500-880 nm 

range for an rf power of 450W and N2 flow rate of 2.0 sccm. The broad-band emission 

(570-680 nm) corresponds to the first positive series of excited molecular N2
* arising from 

B3πg to A3Ʃu transitions8. The peaks centered at 744.6 nm, 821.3 nm and 864.8 nm are the 

emissions from multiplets of atomic nitrogen N.  We fixed the molecular and atomic 

species concentration (Cmol and Cat) by varying RF power and flow rate. The concentration 

of molecular N2
* species (Cmol) was calculated using the total area under the curve within 

the spectral range (562-691 nm) and the concentration of atomic N species (Cat) was 

calculated by taking the area under the spectral line  (816-826 nm). Cmol/Cat
 ratio was then 

calculated as a function of power and flow rate. We note that the plasma source was 

characterized over the entire range of power and flow rates that would yield bright and 

stable plasma conditions. The power range was from 250 W to 500 W while the flow rates 

varied from 0.50 sccm to 4.00 sccm. Once the entire range was defined, the spectra for 

each possible individual condition of power and flow rate were studied which led to the 

selection of the 5 specific conditions chosen as follows. Plasma conditions for sample 1 

(450 Watt/0.50 sccm) and 3 (450 Watt/2.80 sccm) consist of identical power but different 

flow rates. The individual spectra from those two conditions yielded identical 

concentrations of atomic nitrogen species. Plasma conditions for sample 2 (450 Watt/2.00 

sccm) and 5 (375 Watt/2.10 sccm) consisted of near identical flow rates but different 

plasma powers, and the spectra from these conditions showed identical concentrations of 

molecular nitrogen species.  The Cmol/Cat ratios calculated using the area under the curve 

are: 9.6 for Sample 1, 11.2 for sample 2, 14.1 for sample 3 and 14.6 for sample 5. Sample 
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4 (430 Watt/ 0.95 sccm) with ratio 10.3 was added to the growth plan to study the 

morphologies over a range of 5 different ratios.  

Fig.4.16a) and Fig.4.16b) represent the respective molecular N2
* bands and atomic N lines 

for samples 1(pink), 2 (blue), 3 (black), 4 (red) and 5 (cyan). Sample 2 yielded highest total 

concentration of molecular N2
* species followed by 5, 4, 3 and 1 (Fig. 4.16a). In Fig. 

4.16(b) the concentration of atomic N peak in OES is shown for GaN NC samples.  The 

resultant Cmol/Cat ratios are 9.6, 10.3, 11.2, 14.1 and 14.6 for samples 1, 4, 2, 3 and 5, 

respectively. Fig. 4.16c) shows the variation of molecular and atomic nitrogen species 

concentration as a function of the ratio Cmol/Cat. The sample numbers corresponding to 

these ratios are also mentioned in the same figure. It may be noted that the chosen powers 

and flow rates were specifically selected to modulate the ratio of the atomic to molecular 

nitrogen species to span selected ratios. As such we can see that although the three plasma 

conditions were set with nearly identical powers while the other two conditions were set 

with near identical flow rates, the resulting concentrations were very different. The total 

concentration of the species were calculated by adding the concentration of molecular 

species over the 562-691 nm range and that of atomic species over the 816-826 nm range.  
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a)                                                                         b) 

 

c) 

Fig.4.16. Optical emission for different nitrogen plasma conditions for spectral regions 

representing (a) excited molecular N2 and (b) atomic N lines for samples 1 (pink), 2 (blue), 

3 (black), 4 (red) and 5 (cyan) and (c) Molecular and atomic concentrations (with sample 

1,4,2,3,5) plotted as a function of Cmol/Cat ratio. The insets in figures 2a) and 2b) provide 

the sample numbers.  

 

Prior to each growth, the oxide free Si (111) surface was confirmed by observing a 7x7 

RHEED reconstruction (Fig. 4.17a) after sample degassing. A thin silicon nitride layer (1.5 

to 2.0 nm) was formed at high temperature on the Si (111) substrate via nitridation by 

exposing the sample to the plasma for 35 s (Fig.4.17b). Streaky RHEED patterns 

(Fig.4.17b) with a bright background indicate the nitride layer was a mixture of crystalline 

and amorphous phases80. At 742 °C the nitride layer was exposed to the Ga flux and 

nitrogen species. As soon as GaN growth began the RHEED intensity diminished and no 

RHEED reconstructions were observed over a period of 5 to 16 minutes and this time 
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iscalled the incubation time. At the end of this incubation period, RHEED patterns 

transformed into broken rings plus spots  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                     

                              

                                 c)                                                  d) 

Fig.4.17 Four typical RHEED images captured during NC growth. a. 7x7 reconstruction 

of bare Si prior to nitridation. b. SixNy layer after 35s of nitridation c. GaN NC nucleation 

on SixNy layer   d. GaN NCs at the end of growth. 

 

 

patterns suggesting nucleation of randomly oriented crystalline GaN NCs (Fig.4.17c). With 

continued growth, the long ring like structures transformed RHEED pattern into elongated 

spots indicating growth of wurtzite (WZ) 3D GaN NCs as seen from the [112̅0] sample 

azimuthal direction (Fig.4.17d) . The broadening in RHEED images implies a slight spread 

in orientation of the GaN NCs with respect to the Si (111) substrate81.  

 

                               

             a) 

  

              b) 
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Fig.4.18 displays the samples cross sectional and plan view SEM images. The cross 

sectional images show that the columns were well separated and plan views show that the 

NCs had cross-sections in the shape of either hexagons or six-sided polygons.   

 

The GR of the NCs were calculated from the cross sectional SEM images (Fig.4.18a), c), 

e), g), i)). The NCs diameter and density were calculated from the plan view images 

[Fig.4.18b), d), f), h), j)]. The length of NCs were determined both manually and 

automatically using cross-sectional FESEM images and a commercial ImageJ software. 

The GR was calculated by dividing the length of NCs by the total growth time. In order to 

determine the diameter and density, a low magnification image was chosen at first and then 

the whole image was divided into a few segments. The edges of the cluster of NCs were 

detected by adjusting the threshold intensity of the software and the average surface area 

of the cluster was determined. Average surface area of single NC was determined by 

recognizing the NC in the cluster. Density was determined by dividing the cluster surface 

area by NC mean surface area.82 The result obtained is averaged over a few iterations. The 

average NC diameter thus obtained was different from the cluster diameter. The degree of 

coalescence of the NCs was determined by the following formula: αcoalescence =1-

(ρcluster/ρNC). The data is represented in table 4.4. When coalescence is small, the cluster 

density approaches NC density and αcoalescence becomes small fraction. As coalescence 

increases, the cluster density becomes much smaller than the NC density, giving rise to 

bigger fractional value.  
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In plan view FESEM images, shown in Fig. 4.18 b), d), f), h), j) the top facets of NCs 

appear parallel to the substrate along the c-plane (0001) face.  In some cases, the cross-

section of NCs is a six sided irregular polygon which might be caused by coalescence of 

adjacent NCs. The observed bending of NCs, as seen in plan view images, is a result of  
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Fig 4.18. a), c), e), g) and i) represent cross sectional SEM images of samples 1, 4, 2, 3 and 

5, respectively, while b), d), f), h) and j) represent the plan view of the same. Marker bar 

for cross sectional images is 500 nm and that for plan view images is 200 nm. 

 

electrostatic charging or damage caused due to sample cleavage. Overall experimental 

results are summarized in Table 4.4. The NCs were smaller in diameter and shorter in 

length for sample 1 (Fig. 4.18b and 4.18a) with lowest Cmol/Cat ratio of 9.6, but they grew 

larger in diameter and length as the ratio increased to 10.3 and 11.2 for samples 4 and 2 

respectively. Afterwards the GR got saturated even if the ratio increased beyond 11.2 but 

the diameter gradually increased with increasing ratio. The average GR and diameter of 

the NCs for these samples varied from 4.8-12.8 nm/min. and from 45-77 nm respectively 

depending on the ratio of nitrogen species Cmol/Cat. The density of the NCs varied from 

188-45 μm-2 as the ratio changed from 9.6 to 15.6. Also, with increasing ratio the NCs were 

found to be more coalesced in samples 3 and 5, which  can be seen in Fig 4.18 h) and 4.18 

j) respectively.  

Table 4.4: Data on the morphology of nanocolumns with varying Cmol/Cat ratio of 

nitrogen plasma 

Sample # Cmol/Cat V/III 

ratio 

Av. GR 

(nm/ 

min.) 

Av 

diameter 

(nm) 

αcoalescence 

= 

1-

(ρcluster/ρNC

)  

Av density 

(μm-2) 

 

1 9.60 23 4.80 45.0 0.12234 

 

188 
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The changes in GR, diameter and density of the columns with Cmol/Cat nitrogen ratio are 

shown in Fig. 4.19. Fig. 4.19a shows that GR of GaN NCs have two distinct regions:  with 

Cmol/Cat ratio increasing initially from 9.6 to 11.2, the GR of GaN NCs increases markedly 

yielding a very steep curve. The curve then flattens out with further increase in Cmol/Cat 

ratio up to 14.6.  Fig 4.19b) shows that the diameter of GaN NCs increases from 45 to 64 

nm as the Cmol/Cat ratio increases to 11.2. SEM plan view images (Fig. 4.18 b), d), f), h), 

j)) show more coalescence in NCs as the Cmol/Cat ratio increases. Fig. 4.19 b shows a small 

increase in diameter (77nm) as the Cmol/Cat ratio increases to 14.6. Fig. 4.19 c shows the 

density variation of GaN NCs with Cmol/Cat ratio. The number density decreased drastically 

from 188 μm-2 to 54 μm-2 as the Cmol/Cat ratio increased to 11.2. It then decreased slightly 

as the Cmol/Cat ratio increased further to 14.6.  

                          

4 10.3 45 10.2 52.0 0.2 

 

100 

2 11.2 97 12.0 64.0 0.315789 

 

95 

3 14.1 142 12.0 72.0 0.356322 

 

85 
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                             a)                                                          b)           

 

c) 

 

Fig 4.19. The plot of a) GR, b) diameter and c)  NC density, cluster density and degree of 

coalescence of GaN NCs as a function of Cmol/Cat ratio of nitrogen species. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                             

a)                                            b)                                  c) 

Fig.4.20. Images a, b, c represent cross sectional images of GaN NC with Cmol/Cat ratio 9.6, 

11.2 and 14.1 respectively.  a) and b) show tapering at the top of NCs; c) shows uniformity 

in NC diameter and length. 

 

500nm 
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4.11 Discussion 

 

For MBE grown self-induced GaN NCs, the factors governing the NC nucleation and 

growth are still under debate. Bertness et.al.54discussed how the molecular and atomic 

nitrogen species affect the GR and nucleation of GaN NCs on AlN/Si (111).  In their work 

the GR of NCs increased with increase in concentration of excited molecular N*
2 species, 

which were selected by increasing the nitrogen gas flow (with no significant effect of 

plasma power), whereas the nucleation density of NCs increased with increasing 

concentration of the atomic nitrogen species. Our experimental results showed that samples 

2 and 5 grown with almost the same nitrogen flow rates but different nitrogen plasma 

powers, yielded nearly identical molecular spectral concentrations (see Figs. 4.16a and 

4.16c). The NCs GR for these two samples were nearly identical (see Table 4.4), which 

supports the findings in reference1. Two other samples, 1 and 3,were grown with the same 

nitrogen plasma power but different nitrogen flow rates which yielded the same atomic line 

species concentrations (see Figs. 4.16b and 4.16c). Under a high nitrogen flow rate (sample 

3) GaN nucleation density was high. For a low nitrogen flow rate (sample 1) GaN 

nucleation density was low at the initial stage of growth18. For a low nucleation density, 

initial GaN islands were widely separated with more nuclei forming during nucleation 

process due to the small nitrogen migration length. This induces size fluctuation and height 

randomness areevident from Fig.4.18a. Hence, as seen in Fig.4.19c, the NC density 

increased abruptly with time ultimately resulting in shadowing effect and a lower GR. The 

consequence of a higher nucleation density is usually coalescence of neighbouring NCs. 
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This was observed in sample 3 where, with increasing growth time, the close proximity of 

the islands led to increased coalescence and a drop in the final NC density (See Table 4.4). 

This could be the reason behind the measured drop in NC density with increased flow rate. 

 

In addition, for samples 1, 2 and 3, the nitrogen plasma conditions were such that the 

concentrations of excited molecular N2
* species varied in the following order: sample 2 > 

sample 3 > sample 1 (see Figs. 4.16a and 4.16c). It is evident from Table 4.4 that the GR 

of GaN NCs increased with higher excited molecular N2
* species abundance (which is 

supported by the Bertness paper) up to a certain point and then GR remained the same (for 

samples 2 and 3). Also, for samples 2 and 5 the concentration of the atomic N species 

varied as follows: sample 2 > sample 5 (see Fig. 4.16b and 4.16c). The nucleation density 

of GaN NCs and hence, the NC density was higher in sample 2 than in 5 as per Bertness et 

al.54 as evident from Table 4.4. Nevertheless, there was coalescence to some extent in both 

samples. But when sample 4 was included in the analysis, the change in NCs GR, diameter 

and density could be explained using the Cmol/Cat ratio. GR curve of GaN NCs has two 

distinct regions:  with increasing Cmol/Cat ratio from 9.6 to 11.2, the GR of GaN NCs 

increased markedly yielding a very steep curve and it then, flattened out with further 

increase in Cmol/Cat ratio up to 14.6. The diameter of GaN NCs increased from 45 to 77 nm 

as the Cmol/Cat ratio increased to 14.6. The number density decreased drastically from 188 

μm-2 to 54 μm-2 as the Cmol/Cat ratio increased to 11.2 and then, decreased slightly as the 

Cmol/Cat ratio increased further to 14.6. 
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The incubation time for the NC samples varied from 5-16 mins. For samples 1, 2 and 3 the 

N2 plasma power was kept constant at 450W and flowrate was changed to 0.5, 2.0 and 2.8 

sccm respectively. The incubation time was found to be 14, 9 and 5 min. With increasing 

flow rate the active metastable N2
* population increased, which raised the island nucleation 

rate and hence decreased the incubation time as per the island nucleation theory56. With 

increasing Cmol/Cat nitrogen ratio, a decrease in the incubation time for the GaN NC 

samples could be observed. This needed to be confirmed by further experiments. All the 

NC samples are grown effectively for 2 hrs. excluding the incubation time. 

 

 We can observe from Table 4.4 and Fig.4.19 (a) that the GaN NCs GR has two distinct 

regions: GR increased rapidly as the Cmol/Cat ratio increased from 9.6 to 11.2; beyond which 

it stayed constant. The NC diameter increased monotonically from 45 to 77 nm for Cmol/Cat 

up to 11.2 beyond which it still increased but at a lower rate up to 15.6. The NC density, 

the cluster density and the degree of coalescence are plotted in Fig.4.19c) as a function of 

the N Cmol/Cat. The NC density (cluster density) evolution follows two steps: The NC 

density (cluster density) abruptly droped from 188 to 100 μm-2 (165 to 80 μm-2) when the 

Cmol/Cat ratio increased from 9.6 to 10.3 and then slowly decreased to 75 μm-2 (47 μm-2) 

with increasing Cmol/Cat ratio. The degree of coalescence initially increased till a Cmol/Cat 

ratio of 11.2, beyond which the rate of increase was lower until it reached a final value of 

0.4.  
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The variation of the degree of coalescence with Cmol/Cat ratio shows that the NCs 

experienced an increase in radial growth rate with increasing Cmol/Cat ratio till 11.2, and 

then the radial growth rate decreased causing coalescence to saturate as Cmol/Cat ratio 

increased. This explains why the diameter increase was initially abrupt and then gradual as 

a function of Cmol/Cat ratio.  

 

From the evolution of GR and NC diameter with Cmol/Cat ratio we can postulate that the 

diffusion length of active metastable N2
* over c- and m-planes increases with increasing 

Cmol/Cat ratio. The nature of increase of the diffusion length of active metastable N2
* is also 

different on the two planes, which results in a plateau in NC GR and a gradual increase in 

NC diameter with increasing Cmol/Cat ratio. 

 

Close inspection of the GaN NC samples shows NCs with Cmol/Cat ratio up to 11.2 were 

tapered at the top while the base displayed a uniform diameter. As the Cmol/Cat ratio 

increased the tapering reduced resulting in NCs with a uniform diameter (Fig. 4.20). The 

tapering occurs possibly because of the lower diffusivity of active metastable N2
* on the 

substrate and sidewalls resulting in radial growth in NCs with lower Cmol/Cat ratio. As the 

Cmol/Cat ratio increases, the adatoms predominantly diffuse to the top, therefore, 

diminishing the radial growth and resulting in NCs with a uniform diameter.  The plot of 

coalescence as a function of Cmol/Cat ratio also shows that the NCs radial growth rate tends 

to saturate beyond a Cmol/Cat ratio of 11.2. The quantity GR x diameter x density which is 
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equivalent to the total amount of material deposited shows a gradual rise in the beginning 

followed by saturation (Table 4.2) as the ratio increases. This is probably the result of the 

limited diffusion length of N species on c- and m- planes at the higher ratios. 

 

In Fig. 4.19(c), the NC density decreases drastically as Cmol/Cat increases from 9.6 to 10.3 

with a slower change with continued increase in the ratio. The reason for this behavior 

remains unclear at this time and will require additional growths with varying durations and 

multiple ratios. Nevertheless the Cmol/Cat parameter seems to be vital in any attempt to 

model the GaN NC growth process- as it is clear that the relative abundance of the 

individual N species alone is not sufficient to understand the growth mechanism. 

 

Overall, the above results show that while the V/III ratio is usually the main control 

parameter reported during the growth of both 2D and 3D thin GaN layers, the relative 

abundance of the various active species, independent on the RF source flow rate and power, 

are more critical with respect to the morphology, GR, and density in the NCs growth 

regime. Thus, there is relevance in using the Cmol/Cat ratio as an additional parameter in 

understanding the mechanism of GaN NCs by MBE. 
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4.12 Growth of GaN NCs to study the effect of Cmol/Cat ratio on growth mechanism 

Fifteen GaN NC samples were grown under a Ga flux (4 x 10-7 Torr) and a substrate 

temperature of 742 °C with three different nitrogen plasma conditions and different growth 

duration (15, 30,60, 120 and 240 min) to study the NCs growth mechanism. The plasma 

condition for samples 11-15  was 500Watt/1.65sccm), which led to a Cmol/Cat ratio of 9, 

that  for samples 16-20 was 450Watt/2.0sccm, which  resulted in a Cmol/Cat ratio of 11 and 

that for samples 21-25 was 350Watt/2.0sccm, which gave rise to a Cmol/Cat ratio of 15. Fig. 

4.21 shows cross section and plan view SEM images of GaN NCs deposited under the 

growth conditions described above. The length and diameter were measured using a 

commercial ImageJ software from cross sectional and plan view images respectively. The  

Average diameters of the three samples grown for 15 mins with Cmol/Cat ratios 9, 11 and 

15 respectively, are given as 19.6, 20 and 21.7 nm. The diameters of the NC samples are 

in the same ballpark for three different Cmol/Cat ratios. So Cmol/Cat ratios may not affect 

initial nucleation conditions of NCs. But with increasing growth time the degree of 

coalescence increases as seen from SEM images. 
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Fig.4.21  SEM images of GaN NCs. (a,d); (b,e); (c,f) are SEM images of GaN NC samples 

in cross section and plan view for 15, 60 and 240 mins with Cmol/Cat ratio 15. (g,j);(h,k) 

and (i,l) represent the cross section and plan view of 15, 60 and 240 mins  NC samples for 

Cmol/Cat ratio 9. 
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Fig. 4.21f shows more coalescence than Fig. 4.21l. So with increasing Cmol/Cat ratio the 

coalescence increases. The growth conditions and morphology for the GaN NC samples 

are described below: 

Table 4.5: Growth conditions and morphology of GaN NC samples to study the growth  

mechanism using a Ga flux = 4 x 10-7 Torr  and a substrate temperature = 742 °C  

 

Sample 

# 

N2 plasma 

(Watt/Sccm) 

 

Cmol/Cat 

ratio 

Growth 

duration 

(min) 

GR 

(nm/s) 

Diameter 

(nm) 

Density 

(μm-2) 

11 500Watt/1.65 

sccm 

9 15 0.056 

 

19.6 

 

3374 

12 500 Watt/1.65 

sccm 

9 30 .103 38.9 627 

13 500 Watt/1.65 

sccm 

9 60 .157 43.6 537 

14 500 Watt/1.65 

sccm 

9 120 0.170 

 

58.5 

 

200 

15 500 Watt/1.65 

sccm 

9 240 0.174 65.0 100 

16 450Watt/2.00 

sccm 

11 15 0.065 

 

20.0 

 

2891 

 

17 450Watt/2.00 

sccm 

11 30 0.171 

 

44.1 

 

525 
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Table 4.5: Growth conditions and morphology of GaN NC samples to study the growth  

mechanism using a Ga flux = 4 x 10-7 Torr  and a substrate temperature = 742 °C (Table  

4.5 contd.) 

 

 

18 

 

450 Watt/2.00 

sccm 

11 60 0.193 

 

66.85 

 

476 

19 450 Watt/2.00 

sccm 

11 120 0.201 80.2 100 

20 450Watt/2.00 

sccm 

11 240 0.204 121 60 

21 350Watt/2.20 

sccm 

15 15 .08 21.7 2060 

22 350Watt/2.20 

sccm 

15 30 .193 43.8 477 

23 350Watt/2.20 

sccm 

15 60 0.201 

 

86.8 

 

400 

24 350Watt/2.20 

sccm 

15 120 0.204 

 

94.2 

 

80 

25 350Watt/2.20 

sccm 

15 240 0.209 144.1 45 
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The length, GR, diameter and density of GaN NCs are plotted in Fig 4.22 a, b, c and d 

respectively. Length increases linearly with time. GR initially increases with time and then, 

saturates irrespective of the Cmol/Cat ratio. When the length (L) of the NCs is less than the 

Ga diffusion length (λ~40nm) adatoms reach the top and contribute to the elongation. Also 

Ga adatoms diffusing from the substrate surface to the NC sidewalls contribute to the 

elongation as well. So elongation rate initially increases. As L exceeds λ, the Ga adatoms 

desorb before reaching the top facet. Gallium atoms collected by the topmost NC section 

within a λ distance migrate to the top facet. As such, the NC length achieves a steady state 

and growth rate saturates (Fig.4.22 b). In Fig 4.22c) the diameter varies parabolic with 

time. After 60 mins the rate of increase in diameter drops because of coalescence. NCs are 

highly dense after 15 mins of growth, and then, the density falls as the growth time 

increases (Fig. 4.22d).  

 

  

a)         b) 
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                          c)                                                                       d) 

Fig. 4.22 a), b), c) and d) represent the NCs length, GR, diameter and density variation 

with time. 

 

 

 

Fig.4.23 Dependence of GR of GaN NC on diameter.        presents fit for GR vs. diameter 

(D) plot for Cmol/Cat ratio 15.        presents fit for GR vs. D plot for Cmol/Cat ratio 11.      

presents fit for GR vs. D plot for Cmol/Cat ratio 9. 
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Fig 4.23 shows GR vs. diameter plot for three different Cmol/Cat  ratios. The plot follows 

the equation 

                                                    
𝑑𝐿

𝑑𝑡
=

𝑎1𝐷
2

(1 + 𝑎2𝐷2)
⁄                                                        (4.4) 

 

where, a1 and a2 are constants. The plot shows that the NC growth follows the nucleation-

mediated growth mechanism which will be described in chapter 6. 

  

The length distribution of our 4 h growth samples was very uniform.  The SEM image 

4.24a) of 4 h grown NC sample with Cmol/Cat ratio 15 shows that two types of NCs coexist: 

wide and narrow. Narrow NCs are longer than wide ones which is evident from the spikes 

in the SEM image. The sample grown using a ratio of 11 (SEM image 4.24b) shows almost 

flat topped GaN NCs. The spikes density at the top is minimal, though wide and narrow 

columns still coexist here.  

 

                 

 

 

  

a)                                       b)                                      c) 

Fig. 4.24 a), b) and c) show 4 h grown samples for Cmol/Cat ratios 15, 11 and 9 respectively. 

 

 

1μm 1μm 1μm 
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The SEM image 4.24c shows GaN NCs grown under a ratio of 9 and displays NCs that are 

narrow at the top and having core shell structure. In this sample the bimodal distribution in 

length is not visible. So two different mechanisms seem to be present in these three 

samples; both will be presented in chapter 6.  In all samples, NCs showed coalescence after 

several nm growth. TEM analysis of the NC samples presented in chapter 6 would give 

more insight to understanding the growth mechanism. 

 

 

4.13 Conclusion 

This chapter details the experimental work that was done to study the morphology and 

mechanism of GaN NCs by varying the N Cmol/Cat ratios.  Nitrogen plasma was calibrated 

by OES so that the plasma source could be tuned to various values of relative populations 

of nitrogen species using the RF power and N2 flow rate. The NCs were grown on Si (111) 

after chemical and thermal cleaning of the substrate followed by deposition of a SixNy 

.interlayer. GaN NCs were spontaneously grown on SixN1-x/Si (111) by RFMBE and their 

morphologies were characterized as a function of the ratio of molecular to atomic species 

obtained by varying the RF plasma source power and N2 flow rate. The GR, diameter and 

density of GaN NCs exhibited significant changes with Cmol/Cat nitrogen ratio up to 11 but 

plateaued beyond that. The effect of the Cmol/Cat nitrogen ratio appeared to be an additional 

factor that should to be taken into account in the modeling of GaN NC growths. In order 

to study the growth mechanism, GaN NCs were grown using three different ratios and five 

different growth times. Length varied linearly with time whereas the diameter varied in a 

parabolic manner. GR vs. diameter plots for 3 different ratios showed that the growth 
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followed a nucleation mediated mechanism, though diffusion was present in the NCs. From 

SEM images of NCs grown for 4 h, we observed that the NCs grew differently as the 

Cmol/Cat ratio changed. The NCs grew thinner at the top for a Cmol/Cat ratio of 9 whereas 

for higher Cmol/Cat ratios both wide and narrow NCs coexisted. The difference will be 

further discussed in chapter 6. 
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5. The effect of nitrogen Cmol/Cat ratio on the structural and 

optical properties of GaN NCs  

 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter is focused on the studies performed on GaN NCs to understand the effect of 

growth conditions, especially the role of nitrogen species generated by the rf nitrogen 

plasma on modulating the structural and optical properties of GaN NCs grown by MBE. 

GaN NCs typically form under a high active N flux relative to the Ga flux and at a high 

substrate growth temperature, typically in the range of 740–830 ◦C as given in the literature. 

Ga atoms are supplied by direct evaporation from molten metal in standard Knudsen cells. 

The N is typically provided by a nitrogen plasma source with radio-frequency (RF) 

excitation. This RF activated nitrogen stream consists of a mixture of atomic and excited 

molecular N states that react readily with Ga at the growth surface. The relative abundances 

of these species vary with RF power, gas flow rate, plasma pressure, and details of the 

plasma tube. Though the optical emission from plasma is generally used for making  a semi 

quantitative estimate of the relative abundance of these species as mentioned in literature56, 

quantifying the species is difficult for different reasons. Aperture design and bias plates 

can influence the composition of the N flux that actually reaches the growing material. 

Variability in operation in the plasma source also causes long-time-period drift within a 

single system. Thus, the difficulty in controlling the N plasma species reaching the 

substrate is one of the key factors in the widespread variations in the GaN NCs literature. 

In order to have a better understanding of how different nitrogen species (atomic and 
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molecular) affect the growth modes and properties of rf plasma assisted MBE grown GaN 

NCs on Si (111), we investigated the optical and structural properties of these samples as 

a function of well-defined N plasma conditions set in terms of the Cmol/Cat nitrogen ratio.  

 

We used, reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) to monitor the sample 

surface before and during growth. The as-grown samples were characterized using high 

resolution x-ray diffraction (HRXRD), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and 

photoluminescence (PL). 

 

5.2 Optical properties: Photoluminescence (PL) 

GaN has a wide and direct bandgap and its alloying with other III-metal nitrides makes it 

attractive for many optoelectronic and electronic applications. Because of their 1D 

geometry GaN NCs have improved crystal quality and radiative efficiency and hence, have 

the potential to yield novel devices with exceptional performance83. However, the large 

NC aspect ratio might be detrimental to their luminescence properties possibly because of  

a large density of non-radiative surface defects84. Also GaN NCs grown on Si (111) 

experience a large lattice mismatch at the substrate interface, resulting in initially strained 

NC structures. Strain gets released within a small distance and the major part of the NC is 

believed to be essentially free of strain. The GaN band gap energy is very sensitive to its 

strain state. In that sense, compared to more complex structural characterizations, PL is a 

straightforward way to indirectly determine the strain state via measurement of the bandgap 

emission energy. Also, the bulk defect density is less in NCs compared to 2D GaN layers. 

The signature of both strain and defects can be detected by PL spectroscopy more easily 
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and precisely than other methods. Therefore, PL spectroscopy is widely used to evaluate 

the crystal quality of GaN NCs. Hence, luminescence was used to determine how variation 

in the Cmol/Cat nitrogen ratio during MBE deposition affects the crystal quality of NCs  

 

5.2.1 Experimental technique 

In a PL setup, an optical active material is excited by photons originating from a laser 

source. An impinging photon promotes an electron from the valence band to the conduction 

band, thus creating a hole in the valence band. The recombination of an electron and hole 

will lead to the emission of a photon. The wavelength of the photon emitted  is a 

characteristic of the material composition as well as the defects present inside the material. 

For that purpose, the NCs were excited (at room-temperature) by the 325 nm line of a He-

Cd laser and their luminescence was collected by a GaAs multiplier located at the exit of a 

64 cm single pass monochromator. 

 

5.2.2 Results 

15 GaN NC samples were grown under similar Ga flux (4X10-7 Torr) and a substrate 

temperature of 742°C. Three different nitrogen plasma conditions and different growth 

durations (15, 30, 60, 120 and 240 min) were employed to study the NCs growth 

mechanism. Plasma conditions are shown in table 5.1. 
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Table 5.1 Three different plasma conditions with corresponding Cmol/Cat ratios 

 

Sample # Plasma power/flow rate 

Watt/sccm 

Cmol/Cat ratios 

11-15 500/1.65 9 

16-20 450/2.0 11 

21-25 350/2.2 15 

 

 

5.2.2.1 Room Temperature (RT) PL results of GaN NC samples 

PL measurements were carried out at room temperature and are presented in Fig.5.1a. 

These spectra showed the following features: 

 a) Variation of peak position and FWHM of GaN NC samples with Cmol/Cat ratios 

The energy of this emission is equal to the bandgap of bulk material (3.4 eV) and its 

intensity is highest in a defect-free material. The RT near-band edge (NBE) peak values 

for the three samples grown for four hours  are 3.42 eV, 3.401 eV and 3.97 eV for NC 

samples with Cmol/Cat ratios 9, 11 and 15 respectively. The RT NBE value of NC samples 

with Cmol/Cat ratios 9 and 11 are blue-shifted (larger band gap) whereas that for Cmol/Cat 

ratio 15 is red shifted (smaller band gap). The asymmetry in the NBE peaks (Fig. 5.1a) for 

the NC samples shows a strained GaN NCs. Fig. 5.1 b shows that, with increasing Cmol/Cat 

ratios, the NBE peak values move toward the unstrained peak value of bulk GaN.  
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a)                                                                 b) 

        
           c) 

Fig. 5.1a) RT PL of 3 GaN NC samples (# 15, 20 and 25) grown at Cmol/Cat ratios 9 (plasma 

condition 500Watt/2.2 Sccm), 11(plasma condition 450Watt/2.0 Sccm) and 15 (plasma 

condition 350 Watt/1.65Sccm) respectively for 4hrs. b) Near band edge (NBE) peak values 

are redshifted with increasing Cmol/Cat ratios. c) FWHM of the NBE peaks at RT with 

increasing Cmol/Cat ratios. 

 

It also shows that with increasing Cmol/Cat ratios the strain of the NC samples is released. 

Fig. 5.1 c shows that at RT, the FWHM of the peaks increases with Cmol/Cat ratios. That 
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means NCs materials quality improved with decreasing Cmol/Cat ratio i.e., with increasing 

NCs number density. 

 (b) Variation of NBE peak positions of GaN NC samples with different growth time 

for a particular Cmol/Cat ratio: 

RT PL spectra of samples # 18, 19, and 20 with Cmol/Cat ratio of 11 and growth time 60min 

(black curve), 120 min (red curve) and 240 min (blue curve) respectively are shown in 

figure 5.2 a. The plots show that the first 2 samples were stained. These samples exhibited 

an NBE peak that deviates (black and red curve) from that of unstrained GaN at 3.4 eV. 

Sample # 20 has an NBE peak close to the value of unstrained GaN (3.4 eV). Hence, thinner 

samples deposited with a Cmol/Cat ratio of 11 were strained. For thicker samples, the strain 

was released and wass probably due to the higher coalescence level in these samples.  

 

The NBE peak for 3 samples 23, 24 and 25 deposited with a Cmol/Cat ratio of 15 and growth 

durations   60 min (black curve), 120 min (red curve) and 240 min (blue curve) are 

respectively (Fig.5.2 b) at  3.394, 3.393 and 3.397 eV. These 3 samples have NBE peak 

values of unstrained GaN.  
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                     a)                                                             b) 

Fig.5.2a) Comparison of RT PL of samples 18, 19 and 20 showing NBE emission and YL. 

b) Comparison of RT PL of samples 23, 24 and 25 showing NBE emission and YL. 

 

 

It is clear that thin samples with a Cmol/Cat ratio of 11 are strained and the strain is released 

when growth time is increased (thicker samples; see Fig. 5.3 black line). The NBE peak 

for GaN NC samples with a Cmol/Cat ratio of 15 are 3.394 eV, 3.393 eV and 3.397 eV 

respectively and are close to those of unstrained GaN. Fig. 5.3 red line shows the NBE 

peak values recorded from samples grown for longer durations. The NBE peak values of 

all NC sample are representatives of unstrained GaN thin films. The Fig. 5.3 also shows 

that irrespective of the nitrogen species ratios, the strain in NCs is always released with 

growth time. 
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Fig. 5.3. RT NBE peak values as a function of growth time for GaN NC samples with 

Cmol/Cat ratios 11 and 15 respectively. 

 

 

5.2.2.2 Low temperature (LT) PL results of GaN NC samples 

LT PL has following features: 

(a) Donor-bound exciton transition (D0, XA) 

Fig 5.4 a and b show the LT PL spectra from two samples, # 15 with a Cmol/Cat ratio of 9 

and # 25 with a Cmol/Cat ratio of 15. Both samples do not show a clear emission line at 

3.472 eV, which is related to the donor-bound exciton transition (D0, XA) and a 

characteristic of strain-free GaN. The dominant peak position for samples with a Cmol/Cat 

ratio of 9 (length 2510 nm and diameter 65 nm) is at 3.486 eV. The peak position for sample 

with a Cmol/Cat ratio 15 (length 3014 nm and diameter 144 nm) is at 3.477 eV. Both samples 

are grown for 4 h. and have blue shifted peak values indicating the NC samples are strained. 

The peak width increases and peak values are red shifted with increasing temperatures (Fig. 

5.4c). For the GaN NC sample with a Cmol/Cat ratio of 9, the NBE peak is 3.486 eV at 16 K 

and 3.421 eV at 300 K. For NC with a Cmol/Cat ratio of 15, the NBE peak is 3.477 eV at 16 

K and 3.397 eV at 300 K (Fig. 5.4c).   
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        a)                                                                      b) 

                                                

                                                    c)                                                                    

Fig. 5.4 The LT PL (16 K) intensity for GaN NC samples 15 (a) and 25 (b) respectively as 

a function of photon energy. The drift of NBE peaks from the unstrained peak positions 

shows NC samples are strained. c)  Variation of NBE peak position with temperature. The 

black and red dots respectively represent the experimental data from GaN NC samples with 

Cmol/Cat ratios 9 and 15 and the solid curves represent corresponding Varshini-equation fits.  
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As the temperature decreases from 300 K to 16 K, the NBE PL peak energy decreases  by 

69 meV for samples with a Cmol/Cat ratio of 9 and 49 meV for those with a Cmol/Cat ratio of 

15. 

 

The temperature-dependent plots for the NBE peak are shown in Fig. 5.4c. The results were 

fitted with the Varshini equation: 

                                   𝐸𝑔(𝑇) = 𝐸𝑔(0) −
𝛼𝑇2

𝑇+𝛽
                                                         (5.1) 

Where, Eg (T) is the energy gap of the semiconductor at temperature T, Eg (0) is the energy 

gap at T = 0 K, α is Varshini's thermal coefficient, and β is the Debye temperature. The 

data fitted well using a fixed parameter α  = 5.3 × 10-4 eV K-1 consistent with the thermal 

coefficient of GaN NCs grown on Si (111) substrate via the PAMBE system85. The fitted 

results for Eg (0) = 3.486 eV and β = 341 K for a Cmol/Cat ratio of 9 and Eg (0) = 3.481 eV 

and β  = 325 K for a Cmol/Cat ratio of 15. 

 

The Curve-fitting analysis was performed to provide an empirical description of the line 

shapes of the PL spectra shown in Fig. 5.5 a) and b). The fitting function is a sum of 

Gaussian peaks.  
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a)                                                                  b) 

 

                                               

 

 

 

                                

                                         c)                                                            d) 

 

 

Fig. 5.5 The LT (16 K) PL intensity of sample 15 (a) and sample 25 (b) against photon 

energy with fitted curves. For each spectrum, the data are plotted as black continuous line 

and fitted function is plotted as red continuous line; Gaussian fitted peaks are drawn as 

green solid lines. c) NBE peak variation with Cmol/Cat ratio at LT. d) Variation of FWHM 

of NBE peak with Cmol/Cat ratio at LT. 
 

 

 

The FWHM of the 16 K NBE PL peak for samples with a Cmol/Cat ratio of 9, is 37 meV 

and that for samples with a Cmol/Cat ratio of 15 is 58 meV. Fig. 5.5 c) and d) show that the 

NBE peak values decrease and FWHMs increase with Cmol/Cat ratios.  Thus, all GaN NC 

samples are strained irrespective of the Cmol/Cat ratio, but the strain decreases with 
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increasing Cmol/Cat ratio (Fig. 5.1b) and 5.5c)). The PL NBE peak FWHM increases with 

Cmol/Cat ratio (Fig. 5.1c) and 5.5d)) and as a result the NCs’ crystal quality improves with 

a lower ratio of 9.  

 

 

 

(b) (U,X) emission: 

 

Literature review: E. Calleja et al.72 investigated the optical properties of GaN NCs. From 

the results of the excitation density, the temperature dependence of the (U, X) band and 

from its recombination dynamics, they concluded an excitonic nature for this transition.  

Paskov et al.86 observed a different thermal quenching behavior for the (D0, X) line than 

for the (U, X) band. Here, it was speculated that this band originated from excitonic 

recombination related to Ga vacancies, resulting from the globally N-rich growth 

conditions.  Robins et al.87 studied PL and CL experiments of GaN NCs. Due to the 

different evolutions of the peak intensities of the (D0,X) and (U,X) transitions with 

increasing electron irradiation, they tentatively ascribed the (U,X) band to the presence of 

inversion domain boundaries. Corfdir et al.88 attributed the (U, X) band to the TES 

transition of the (D0, X) and was explained by a core-shell model. The authors suggest that 

the (D0,X) line originates from bulk like donors in the core of the NCs, whereas the TES 

line predominantly stems from excitons bound to donors located near the surface.   
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The peak of (U, X) at 3.45 eV is visible for both the samples with Cmol/Cat ratio 9 (Fig. 

5.4a) and 15 (Fig. 5.4b). The temperature dependence of the (U, X) line resembles that of 

the (D0, X) line. This particular defect line is intrinsic, surface related characteristic of 

individual NC and decreases when NCs show more coalescence. This is consistent with 

the suggestion by Lefebvre et al. that, by decreasing NC diameter (sample with Cmol/Cat 

ratio 9) the donor bound exciton recombination enhances at near surface region and hence 

the peak is more visible89.   

 

(c) Y4 defect line:  

NC sample with Cmol/Cat ratio = 9 shows a faint Y4 defect line (3.35 eV), with lowering of 

temperature it becomes more prominent (Fig. 5.4a). No other Y defect lines are visible for 

the NC samples. Y4 was assigned to excitons bound to some point defects trapped by the 

threading dislocations of edge type. The defect line is not visible for the sample with 

Cmol/Cat ratio = 15 with low density and more coalescence (Fig. 5.4b).  

 

(d) YL luminescence:  

PL emission is detected at the spectral range from 2.0 to 2.4 eV. This is called “yellow 

luminescence” and is found at approx. 2.2 eV. This emission originates from deep energy 

states caused by defects in the material. The absence of this specific emission accounts for 

the high crystalline material in the NCs. This yellow PL is most likely caused by a transition 

between a shallow donor and a Ga vacancy90. In Fig. 5.1a the two samples with Cmol/Cat 

ratios 9 (sample # 15) and 11 (sample # 20) show faint YL luminescence which suggest 

low density of native point defects in the two samples. Sample with Cmol/Cat ratio 15 
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(sample # 25) shows a large peak of YL luminescence indicating higher point defects in 

the sample. YL peak values are red shifted with increasing Cmol/Cat ratio (Fig. 5.1a) and 

with increasing growth time (Fig. 5.2b). Fig. 5.2b shows the PL spectra of 3 samples with 

Cmol/Cat ratio = 15 and grown for 60 min, 120 min and 240 min. YL peak intensity is 

maximum in  the samples grown for 60 min and minimum in  those grown for 240 mins, 

i.e., the peak intensity decreases with growth time.  

 

The LT PL spectra of GaN NC samples show the NBE peak values of the samples that are 

strained. Both the peak values are blue shifted (Fig. 5.5c). Hence, NCs suffer compressive 

strain irrespective of the Cmol/Cat ratio. With increasing Cmol/Cat ratio the value of the 

exciton peak decreases towards unstrained value, i.e., the strain lessens within the NCs 

with increasing Cmol/Cat ratio. RT PL over NC samples of different growth time showed 

that the strain reduced with increasing growth time (Fig. 5.3). At the same time the FWHM 

of the NC samples increased with increasing Cmol/Cat ratio (Fig. 5.1c and 5.5d). Also, 

significant increase in NC coalescence could be observed with increasing Cmol/Cat ratio. 

Hence, this coalescence might be a cause for the increase in FWHM of NBE peak with 

Cmol/Cat ratio. However, at lower Cmol/Cat ratios the NCs are more tilted (confirmed by X-

ray, RHEED and SAED images) and that gives rise to misalignment induced strain in NCs. 

It is noticeable that an increase in Cmol/Cat ratio reduces tilting of the NCs.  The 

misalignment due to tilting is accommodated when adjacent NCs coalesce with increasing 

Cmol/Cat ratios, and thus, the induced strain would be reduced. The YL peak intensity 

increases with increasing Cmol/Cat ratio (Fig. 5.1a) and with decreasing growth time (Fig. 

5.2b). Considering YL peak intensity (Fig. 5.1a and 5.2b) and FWHM (Fig. 5.1c and 5.5d) 
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of the NCs, both increasing with increasing Cmol/Cat ratio, the crystal quality could be 

considered better for GaN NCs with lower Cmol/Cat ratio and of higher growth time. 

 

 

5.3 Structural properties 

5.3.1 High Resolution X-ray Diffraction (HRXRD) 

 Using x-ray diffraction (XRD), the orientation of the NC ensembles as well as their strain 

state can be determined. The position and shape of the x-ray diffraction peaks contain 

information about the strains. Strain affects the structural properties of GaN, which can in 

turn affect its electronic properties. Strain in the film during growth can alter the lattice 

constant of the crystal, causing it to increase (tensile strain) or decrease (compressive 

strain). The change in lattice constant from the unstrained value is typically investigated 

using high-resolution X-ray diffraction. We investigated the effect of the Cmol/Cat ratio on 

the strain and mosaicity (which takes into account the tilt, twist and size of the mosaic 

blocks (coherent length)) of the NC samples and are discussed in this section. Our analysis 

was based on the assumption that the thin film consists of perfect blocks which are tilted 

or twisted with respect to each other. The ω-scans of 000l reflections were used to measure 

the lattice tilt and φ scans, of asymmetric reflections, to measure the twist. 

 

5.3.2 Experimental technique 

XRD was performed using a Bruker D8 machine with a Ge (220) crystal in a 4-bounce 

primary monochromator and a variable slit detector. Usually, the asymmetric (105) 

reflection is used to directly determine the in-plane a lattice parameter and the ω-2θ scans 
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around the symmetric (0002) and (0004) reflections to find the out-of-plane lattice constant 

c91 and we followed the same method. The two strain components, the out-of-plane strain 

(εc) and the in plane strain (εa), were calculated from the respective strained lattice 

constants according to the relation, εc = (c-c0)/c0 and εa = (a-a0)/a0 where, c0 and a0 are the 

unstrained lattice constants.  c was calculated from the symmetric (002) and (004) ω-2θ 

scans using  

 

                                     sinθ =
λ

2dhkl
                                                                                (5.2) 

                                             

                                    
1

dhkl
2 =

4

3

h2+k2+hk

a2 + 
l2

c2                                                                (5.3) 

 

for the hexagonal wurtzite structure. The calculated “c” lattice parameters are shown in 

table 5.1. On the other hand, the lattice parameter “a” is measured from the asymmetric 

diffraction peak of the (105) plane with the value given by the equation 

                              

                           𝑎ℎ𝑘𝑙 = 𝑐𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙
√

(
4

3
)(ℎ2 + 𝑘2 + ℎ𝑘) 

𝑐2 − 𝑙2𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙
2  

⁄                                (5.4)        

 

where, d105 is determined from the ω-2θ scan of the (105) peak. In the present study, the λ 

value of 1.54051 Å for Cu Kα1 x-ray radiation was used. The peak positions were also 

determined accurately using peak fitting software. Moreover, the experimental 2θ values 

were used to produce a d-spacing corrected for refraction using the equation: 
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                           𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙 = 
𝜆

2𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃ℎ
(1 + 

𝛿(𝑐𝑜𝑠 (𝜃ℎ𝑘𝑙 −    𝜔ℎ𝑘𝑙)

(𝑠𝑖𝑛 (2𝜃ℎ𝑘𝑙 −    𝜔ℎ𝑘𝑙)𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔ℎ𝑘𝑙)
)                                           (5.5)          

 

Here, θh and θhkl are the angular positions of symmetric (004) and asymmetric (105) peaks, 

dhkl is the distance between the hkl planes, ωhkl is the angle of incidence and δ is taken as 

4.48 x10-6n0λ
2 with λ being the wavelength in Å and n0  the electron concentration in (Å)3 

for GaN92. 

 

The structure of GaN NCs as well as that of planar epitaxial layers, is described by a mosaic 

crystal model93, which takes into account the tilt, twist and size of the mosaic blocks 

(coherent length). For dislocation-free GaN NCs, the broadening of the X-ray diffraction 

profile is caused by their small size and large values of both in-plane (twist) and out-of-

plane (tilt) angular distributions37. Recently, Jenichen et al.94 applied XRD to determine 

twist and tilt by X-ray φ-scans and employed Williamson–Hall plots to analyze macro-and 

micro-strain in GaN NCs on a Si (111) substrate. The position and shape of the x-ray 

diffraction peaks contain information about the strains, as well as the orientation 

distribution of the NC ensemble. The FWHM of the Bragg peaks depends on both the tilt 

and twist angles of neighboring columns. The tilt angle can be obtained from the FWHM 

of rocking scans of the (0004) Bragg peak measurement58. The FWHM, βω, of a rocking 

scan of symmetric (002), (004) reflections [(006) plane is out of the reach for our 

instrument] are measured. In order to determine the relative twist of GaN NCs, x-ray 

diffraction scans from m-planes {11̅00} are usually performed. However, the intensity of 
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the diffraction signals from these planes are too low in such geometry, so other reflections 

are often used95 . We chose to analyze the 202̅1 GaN reflection that is commonly used for 

twist measurements. We calculated the twist angle from the FWHM of the Φ-scan of  202̅1.  

 

5.3.3 Experimental result 

Calculated lattice parameters are shown in table 5.1. The reduction and increase in the 

lattice constants could be calculated on the basis of the angle shift Δ (2θ). The 2θ for the 

(002) plane for the three samples with a Cmol/Cat ratio of 9, 11 and 15 (sample # 15, 20 and 

25) are 34.550°, 34.560° and 34.565° respectively. The values of the lattice constant c 

calculated are 0.5188, 0.5186 and 0.5185 nm. The unstrained c lattice constant of GaN is 

0.5185 nm. Similarly the 2θ for the (004) plane for the three samples 15, 20 and 25 are 

72.892°, 72.906° and 72.918° respectively giving  the  lattice constant ‘are’  0.5186, 0.5186 

and 0.5185 nm respectively. Table 5.1 shows the value of ‘c’ averaged over the two ‘c’ 

values so obtained. For (105) plane, the 2θ values are 105.093°, 105.064°, 105.040° giving  

the lattice constant ‘a’ as 0.3167 nm, 0.3177 nm and 0.3184 nm respectively. We note that 

these values should be compared to the unstrained value of 0.3189 nm. The values of lattice 

parameters show that the in-plane biaxial strain is compressive for all the samples, which 

agree well with our PL data. The samples had a slight tensile biaxial stress (εc / εa negative, 

εa <0 and εc > 0) in the (0001) basal plane75.  εc / εa is -0.054 for sample 15, -0.040 for 

sample 20, and -0.011 for sample 25. Fig.5.6a) shows the variation of tensile stress with 

the N species. The tensile stress increased with the Cmol/Cat ratio. Sample 23 with a Cmol/Cat 

ratio of 15 and grown for 60 mins exhibited a tensile in-plane strain and a compressive out-
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of-plane strain. This sample 23 was deposited using a Cmol/Cat ratio= 15 and duration of 

240 minutes. The lattice parameter values showed that strain was influenced by the Cmol/Cat 

ratio. With increasing Cmol/Cat ratio the value of ‘a’ increased whereas the value of the c 

parameter decreased. Hence, tensile biaxial stress increased with the Cmol/Cat ratio. 

 

Table 5.1: Room-temperature lattice parameters a and c of GaN NC samples extracted from 

high resolution x-ray diffraction, and strains εa , εc based on unstrained lattice parameters 

a0=0.3189 nm, c0 = 0.5185 nm. Mosaicity (Twist and Tilt) of the samples are also listed in 

the table 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.6 b gives the tilt values of the NC samples as mentioned in table 5.1.The slopes of 

the straight lines gave the tilt angles of the samples. The tilt angles of samples 15, 20 and 

25 are 2.4, 2.0 and 1.71 radians respectively. Thus, a slightly smaller tilt was obtained for 

NCs grown with higher Cmol/Cat ratio.  The change, however, is not very large. 

Sample a (nm)  c (nm) εa εc Twist 

(deg.) 

Tilt 

(radian) 

15 0.3167 

 

0.5187 

 

-0.0070 

 

0.00038 5.28 

 

2.40 

 

20 0.3177 

 

0.5186 

 

-0.0040 0.00016 

 

3.66 

 

2.00 

 

25 0.3184 

 

0.5185 

 

-0.0016 0.00002 

 

3.15 

 

1.71 
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                          a)                                                                           b) 

 

Fig. 5.6a: Variation of tensile stress w.r.t. Cmol/Cat ratio. b) W-H plot for GaN NC samples 

15, 20 and 25. The slop gives the tilt of the NC samples. 

 

 

                         a)                                                                               b) 

Fig. 5.7a) X-ray diffraction curves (Φ-scans) of the GaN 202̅1 reflection for samples 15, 

20 and 25. These large range scans show the six-fold symmetry of GaN NCs. b) The 

magnified view of a single peak.The FWHM values of these peaks were used to determine 

the twist angles. 

 

 

Figure 5.7(a) shows diffraction curves of the  202̅1  GaN plane obtained during a full Φ 

rotation of the samples. For samples 15, 20 and 25 six equally spaced peaks are clearly 
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resolved, which reflects the six-fold symmetry of GaN NCs. The same diffraction curves 

are zoomed in Fig. 5.7(b) to measure their FWHM values and to determine the twist angle 

of the NCs (Table 5.1). The spread of twist for sample 15 equals ±2.64°, is ±1.83° for 

sample 20 and ± 1.525° for sample 25. The results showed that a change in Cmol/Cat ratio 

significantly influences the twist angles of GaN NCs. Moreover, this effect is much 

stronger than for the tilt. 

 

In summary, the HRXRD study showed that the lattice parameters of the NC samples were 

slightly strained. They displayed a biaxial tensile stress in their basal plane, which 

decreased with increasing Cmol/Cat ratio. The mosaicity (twist and tilt) of the samples also 

decreased with increasing Cmol/Cat ratio. Hence, NCs deposited under a higher Cmol/Cat ratio 

have better crystalline quality. 

 

5.3.4 Reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED)  

The vertical orientation of the NCs suggested epitaxial growth. Thus, in order to probe the 

epitaxy of the NCs, we first gathered information on the crystal structure by RHEED 

images acquired both during and at the end of each NC growth. However, in order to get 

more specific information on the crystal quality of the NCs we complemented this study 

by conventional TEM analysis post growth. 

 

The GaN NCs were grown on an oxide free Si (111) surface as confirmed by observation 

of a 7x7 RHEED reconstruction (Fig. 5.8a) after sample degassing. A thin silicon nitride 

layer (1.5 to 2.0 nm) was formed at high temperature on the Si (111) substrate via 
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nitridation by exposing the sample to the plasma for 35 s (Fig. 5.8b). Streaky RHEED 

patterns (Fig. 5.8b) with a bright background indicated that the nitride layer consisted of a 

mixture of crystalline and amorphous phases58. At 742 °C the nitride layer was exposed to 

the Ga flux and nitrogen species. As soon as GaN growth began, the RHEED intensity 

diminished and no RHEED reconstructions were observed over a period of 4 to 8 min. This 

is called the incubation period (time)56. At the end of this incubation period, the RHEED 

patterns transformed into broken rings plus spots patterns suggesting nucleation of 

randomly oriented crystalline GaN NCs (Fig.5.8c). With continued growth, the long ring  

like structures transformed into a RHEED pattern with elongated spots indicating growth 

of wurtzite (WZ) 3D GaN NCs.  

 

 

 

                              a)                                                          b) 

 

 

                                    c)                                                           d)                   

 

Fig. 5.8 Four typical RHEED images captured during NC growth. a) 7x7 reconstruction of 

bare Si prior to nitridation. b) SixNy layer after 35 s of nitridation. c) GaN NC nucleation 

on SixNy layer.  d) GaN NCs at the end of growth. 

 

the [112̅0] electron beam azimuthal direction (Fig. 5.8d)96. The broadening in RHEED 

images implies a slight spread in orientation of the GaN NCs with respect to the Si (111) 

substrate62.The RHEED images acquired at the end of the growth (Fig. 5.9) exhibited a 
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spotty pattern typical of surfaces covered by 3D islands. The well-defined spots correspond 

to the WZ GaN structure observed in transmission through the NCs. The data confirmed 

the NC growth took place perpendicular to the substrate. The patterns corresponding to the 

[101̅0] GaN and [112̅0] GaN azimuths clearly alternated every 30 degrees when the 

sample was rotated around the [0001] direction. This is a sign of good in-plane 

orientation97.  

 

      

a)                                    b)                                                  c) 

Fig. 5.9 a), b) and c) represent the [112̅0] azimuth RHEED images respectively from 

sample 15, 20 and 25 at the end of growth.  

 

However, the spots appeared as broken rings [Figures 5.9(a), (b)], which indicated a slight 

misorientation of the NCs with respect to the Si substrate normal98. The GaN NCs in 

samples 15 and 20 were more tilted than those in sample 25.  

 

In summary, RHEED images confirmed the results obtained by XRD measurements, which 

clearly indicated that with increasing Cmol/Cat ratio the tilt angles subtended by the GaN 

NCs to the substrate Si (111) diminished. 
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5.3.5 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

TEM analysis was performed to extract a variety of valuable information like crystal 

structure, epitaxial relationship, quality of the interfaces and defect structures. Following 

the growth of films, the TEM samples were prepared in a cross-sectional orientation by 

mechanical polishing followed by Ar ion thinning. The samples were then examined in a 

Philips EM430 TEM. For SAED measurements, a sufficiently monochromatic parallel 

electron beam is passed through the TEM specimen. Using small apertures, only a selected 

area of the specimen is analyzed giving this technique its name. For cross section 

specimens in which the NCs were still on their growth substrates, the epitaxial relationship 

between substrate and NC could also be determined. Fig. 6.10 shows HRTEM images of 

GaN NCs grown on Si (111). Between the NC and the Si substrate, the SixNy interlayer 

was clearly visible. The layer covered the entire length of the substrate. But the layer was 

not of uniform thickness everywhere. This interlayer prohibited the epitaxial alignment 

between substrate and NCs, effectively leading to tilt and twist in the NCs. Although the 

tilt angle was only a few degrees, due to the surface density and high aspect ratio of the 

NCs, the NC tilt led to NC coalescence. 
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Fig.5.10 Cross-sectional view HRTEM images of a single GaN NC grown on Si (111) 

showing vertical side facets as well as the amorphous SixNy interlayer. 

 

 

Fig.5.11a and b show the SAED pattern from samples 15 and 25 respectively. GaN NCs 

kept good epitaxial relationship with the substrate for sample 25 (Cmol/Cat ratio 15) whereas 

some NCs in sample 15 (Cmol/Cat ratio 9) showed tilt with the substrate normal as evident 

 

a)                                                                                    b) 

Fig 5.11 SAED patterns from (a) sample15and (b) sample 25 . 
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by the presence of faint arcs around the (0002) and (101̅0) main spots in Fig.5.11a). This 

agrees with the result obtained by XRD and RHEED. 

 

 

               

 

 

 

 

 

 a) 

 

                                                                                                                                      

                                                              b) 
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                                                                 c) 

Fig.5.12 a, b and c:TEM images of GaN NC samples 15, 20, and 25 with Cmol/Cat ratio 9, 

11 and 15. The arrow shows core shell growth of GaN NC. 

 

Fig.5.12a) shows the TEM image of GaN NC sample 15 with Cmol/Cat ratio 9 grown for 4 

hrs. The image shows NCs with a core shell structure, i.e., the NCs got narrower at the top, 

which indicated that NCs underwent radial growth. The shell structure was smaller than 

the core part of the NCs, i.e., the growth rate of core was much faster than that for the shell 

structure. Fig.5.12b) shows the TEM image of sample 20, grown for 4 h using a Cmol/Cat 

ratio of 11. Under this ratio, the NCs still have a shell core structure, but unlike sample 15 

the core NC is not much longer than the outer shell. The difference in growth rates between 

shell and core NCs were found to decrease and hence shell structure was not protruding 

out as much as it was in sample with Cmol/Cat ratio 9 (Fig.5.12a). In Fig.5.11c, the NC 

sample 25 (Cmol/Cat ratio 15) still presented a shell core structure, but the outer shell caught 

up with the core. So the outer shell grew quite faster in this sample. Hence the stair case 

     200nm 
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like structure was not visible in this sample. The growth mechanism of these core shell 

structures would be discussed in detail in chapter 6. 

 

In summary, SAED images show that with increasing Cmol/Cat ratio the NCs tilt angle 

decreased, thus lowering its effect on their coalescence rate. Also TEM images show that 

with increasing Cmol/Cat ratio the NCs developed a core shell structure which grew side by 

side resulting in structures with a more uniform diameter than those deposited under low 

Cmol/Cat ratio. 

 

5.4 Conclusion  

The optical and structural characterization of GaN NCs grown on Si (111) with a SixNy 

interlayer confirmed all structures were strained. LT PL measurements showed that the free 

exciton peaks shifted from the unstrained value for GaN. This shift  reduced as the nitrogen 

Cmol/Cat ratio increased. The surface defects (DBE) and other radiative defect lines (Y-

lines) were prominent in NCs deposited under a lower Cmol/Cat ratio. The YL luminescence 

peak, which is due to native point defects, was seen in NCs deposited under a higher Cmol/Ca 

ratio. HRXRD results confirmed that all NC samples were strained. They displayed a 

biaxial tensile stress in the basal plane, which decreasds with increasing Cmol/Cat ratio. The 

mosaicity (twist and tilt) of the samples also improved with increasing Cmol/Cat ratio. Hence 

NCs with higher Cmol/Ca ratio possessed better crystalline quality. RHEED and SAED 

images studies also confirmed that the tilt angles improved with increasing Cmol/Cat ratio. 

TEM images showed that a higher Cmol/Cat ratio would yield NCs with better diameter 
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uniformity (no tapering was seen). Overall, a higher Cmol/Cat ratio would result in enhanced 

quality NCs.  
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6. Growth mechanism of PAMBE Grown GaN NC on Si (111)  

 

6.1 Introduction 

NCs have attracted much interest in recent years because of their potential applications in 

novel electronic and optoelectronic devices. Different techniques such as metal-organic 

vapor phase epitaxy, plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy (PAMBE) and chemical 

beam epitaxy have been used to grow a variety of semiconductor NCs with extremely high 

crystal quality. For instance, GaN NCs grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) show 

very high luminescence efficiency99. As far as the growth mechanism is concerned, the 

vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) model for catalyst-enhanced growth by chemical and physical 

vapor phase epitaxy is well established and accepted widely. However, considerable 

confusion existed on the mechanisms driving the growth of nitride NCs by MBE without 

any external catalyst. Thus, a detailed study was necessary to understand the growth 

mechanism of these wires and that was the motivation behind the present effort.  

 

In PAMBE, an RF nitrogen plasma source is often used as the   nitride forming source in 

plasma assisted molecular beam epitaxy of GaN. Nitrogen plasma source contains atomic 

N as well as electronically100 and vibrationally excited N2. Fig. 6.1 shows the relevant 

excited states of nitrogen. 
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Fig 6.1 The Excited states of molecular nitrogen101. 

 

First positive system of N2 

B3Πg       A3Ʃu
+ 

Second positive system of N2 

C3Πu           B3Πg 

First negative system of N2 

B2Ʃu
+     X2 Ʃg

+ 

Excited nitrogen species possess energy a few electron volts above the ground state. These 

reactive species strongly affect the surface kinetics and hence any realistic model for NC 

growth in an MBE environment must take their effect into account. Relative flux of N vs. 

excited N2 (N2*) clearly affects the properties of the resulting GaN thin films. Fig 6.1 shows 

that the 1st negative system is due to nitrogen ions but ions do not contribute to GaN 

growth102. In an RF plasma, the 1st positive system is dominant while the 2nd positive 

system is hardly observed. Lower excited state molecular and atomic nitrogen are also 

available in rf nitrogen plasma. Specifically, N2* is more desirable for GaN growth since 
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it facilitates higher film growth rates at lower substrate temperatures and results in thin 

films with significantly improved electrical properties in comparison to those grown with 

a predominantly atomic N flux74. Atomic nitrogen can participate in both growth and 

decomposition. Ga can bond with atomic nitrogen to form GaN. Also atomic nitrogen can 

“break up” GaN into Ga and free molecular N2. The driving force for this reaction is quite 

high67. Both atomic and metastable molecular nitrogen contain significantly higher energy 

than that required for GaN formation. The incorporation of atomic nitrogen releases this 

energy into the lattice where it can drive unfavorable reactions, whereas the excited 

molecule can incorporate one atom into growing GaN while the other gets desorbed and 

carries the excess energy away. Thus, the literature suggests that for the growth of GaN 

thin films, metastable molecular nitrogen is preferred.  

 

For GaN NCs the mechanism appeared to be different. It was reported that GaN NC grown 

on Si (111) with an AlN buffer layer, had a density, which increased with atomic nitrogen 

species and a growth rate, which increased with excited molecular N2 species55. It was also 

reported that the length and density of GaN NCs on sapphire increase with N2 flow rate 

and decrease with decrease in N2 power. No satisfactory explanation for such effects of 

nitrogen species on GaN NC morphology had been furnished.  Clearly, one aspect that had 

been understudied, especially in the plasma assisted GaN NC growths, is the effect of 

nitrogen species.  Due to the multiple states and concentrations of the available excited 

nitrogen species, it is generally difficult to quantify and correlate their roles in deciding the 

the morphologies of the resulting NCs. As such, a comprehensive GaN NC growth model 

encompassing the effect of nitrogen species never existed in the past. In an approach to 
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understand the effects better, we introduced the idea of modulating the molecular and 

atomic species concentrations (Cmol and Cat) by varying the RF power and flow rate. In this 

study, GaN NC were deposited under various Cmol/Cat ratios. This chapter presents the 

results of this study and our model to explain the growth mechanism of GaN NCs.  

 

6.2 Possible growth models 

The main difference between the nitride NC growth by MBE and other III–V NC growth 

is that no catalyst droplet exists on the top of the GaN NCs. Therefore, growth via the 

vapor–liquid–solid (VLS) mechanism is not applicable to nitride NCs. NC growth proceeds 

in two stages. One is the formation of a nucleus (nucleating site) while the second is its 

growth (in length and diameter). Various models were proposed to explain the mechanism 

for GaN NCs. Caleja et al.103 suggested that the Ga droplets on Si (111) caused the 

nucleation of GaN NCs. 3D GaN islands were considered to act as seed for the formation 

of NCs, where the critical nuclei were formed through a Volmer-Weber(VW) mode36. 

However, the group of Calarco et al.37 reported the presence of a thin and rough wetting 

layer connecting GaN NCs and small GaN clusters. Debnath et al.17 demostrated that the 

axial growth rate of NCs was larger than the lateral growth rate due to diffusion of atoms 

along the side walls. Length vs. diameter studies showed that the length varied inversely 

with the diameter following the relation, l = C1 + C2/d. In diffusion induced (DI) 

mechanism, thinner and longer NCs grow faster than shorter NCs (Fig.6.2). Sibirev et al. 

discussed a layer-by-layer growth or nucleation mediated growth of NCs with single center 

nucleation46 in the case of GaN NCs grown with an AlN marker on Si (111). Such a growth 

occurs due to the diffusion of adatoms from the side surface. 
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Fig.6.2 Length and diameter dependence of GaN NCs grown at 796 °C for 360 min with 

Ga BEP of 3x10−8 mbar16. 

 

E. Galopin showed that shells could develop (Fig.6.3) on the side-wall facets of NC cores 

by the ascending growth of layer bunches, which first agglomerate at the foot of GaN NC 

fabricated by Molecular Beam Epitaxy47. Consonni et al.49 proposed a kinetic model 

showing why the length and radius of self-induced GaN NCs obeyed scaling growth laws, 

i.e., L ~ Rα. With the model, they explained the step flow radial growth of less dense NCs 

and nucleation mediated growth of shadowed highly dense NCs. Sabfeld45 discussed the 

growth kinetics of dense arrays of self-induced GaN nanocolumns. The author showed that 

exchange of Ga atoms between nanocolumns could give rise to shorter NCs with narrow 

height distributions at the later stage of growth.  Alternatively, growth might depend on a 

threading dislocation with a c-type Burgers vector, as proposed by Frank46 to explain the 

growth of single crystal “whiskers”. Chern et al.47 argued on the bi-modal distribution of 
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a)                                                           b) 

 

Fig. 6.3 Images of GaN NCs revealing the formation of the shell structure: a) longitudinal 

view in (112̅0) zone axis of GaN NCs with AlN markers (dark layers). b) STEM bright 

field image of pure GaN NCs (without markers) showing similar shell morphology43. 

 

 

GaN NC by TEM studies and showed that taller NCs with no basal stacking faults were 

Ga polar and shorter ones were N polar with basal stacking faults (Fig.6.4). 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig 6.4. Bright field images of GaN/AlN/sapphire cross section47. Images of boxed 

regions are shown with line defects. 
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6.3 Merits and demerits of each model  

Though Caleja et al.80 used Ga droplets to grow NCs on Si, it was found that for a droplet 

size of 340 nm the GaN NCs were growing everywhere but on droplets that appeared as 

holes (circles) within the network of NCs. This fact suggests that Ga droplets of this size 

hinder the GaN NCs growth, which is in contradiction to the VLS model. Reducing the Ga 

droplet to 90 nm or even growing on a bare Si substrate (no droplets), resulted in GaN NCs 

that grew everywhere with the same average diameter. The NC density was found to be 

much higher than that of the Ga droplets and hence, no correlation could be established 

between the roles of Ga droplets on GaN NC formation. Another model was proposed [ref] 

based on studies conducted on GaN NCs grown on Si via an amorphous interlayer of SiN 

and GaN clusters as seed nuclei. Though the SiN interlayer reduces the crystalline effect 

of the Si substrate on crystalline GaN NCs, and minimizes the misfit strain at the NC base, 

there are some drawbacks for the SiN interlayer method. The layer need not be uniform 

everywhere and may give rise to tilt to the grown NCs. Only those GaN clusters formed 

with the top facet perpendicular to the c axis are of reduced energy and have the probability 

to start the NC growth. 

 

In the formation of NCs, diffusion plays a significant role. The adatoms impinge on the 

substrate surface, and then diffuse from the substrate to the side walls as well as along the 

lateral surface of a growing NC. The literature shows that MBE grown GaN NCs’ length, 

where surface diffusion is prominent, show a bimodial distribution, i.e., thinner NCs are 

long and thicker NCs are short. This is due to a diffusion induced (DI) growth mechanism. 
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The length (l) vs. diameter (d) plot is a hyperbola which follows the equation l = C1 

(1+C2/d). Here, C1 and C2 are two constants. C1 represents the thickness of the planar layer 

and C2 = 2δ, where δ represents the diffusion length of Ga adatoms. This mechanism holds 

good only for NCs with small radii. When the radius becomes bigger, direct impingement 

comes into picture. Consonni49 discussed the radial growth of NCs by step flow method in 

a low density NC array and the shadowing of NCs by nucleation-mediated growth in a 

dense NC assembly. The NC length displayed a super linear behavior with respect to its 

radius. The merit of this model is that as the NC density changes the model includes a 

change in the growth mechanism: from radial growth of NCs to shadowing effect by NCs. 

But L(R) relationship shows discrepancy for longer growth time. This is because there is 

direct impingement of Ga flux on the top facet for large R and this effect was not considered 

in the model. In the kinetic model of Sabfeld47, the growth of short NCs is favored by 

incorporation of desorbed flux from neighboring NCs and explains the narrow height 

distribution of longer NCs. By taking the above collective scenarios into account, the model 

can successfully explain the broad height distribution during diffusion induced mechanism 

and shadowing. A defect-controlled growth mechanism proposed by Chern et al.45 explains 

the bimodal distribution in length, i.e., longer NCs with no basal stacking fault and shorter 

NC with basal stacking fault. Though there is no evidence for these defect driven 

mechanisms, as proposed by Frank and Chern, the density and type of defects present in 

GaN NCs is certainly important for device applications. 
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6.4 Data analysis 

Fig. 6.5 shows cross sectional and plan view SEM images of GaN NCs deposited under 

the above described growth conditions. The NCs length and diameter were measured using 

a commercial ImageJ software using the cross sectional and plan view SEM images, 

respectively. The average diameters of the three samples grown for 15mins with Cmol/Cat 

ratios 9, 11 and 15 respectively, are given as 19.6, 20.0 and 21.7 nm.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.5 (a,d), (b,e), and (c,f) are the cross section and plan view SEM images of GaN NC 

samples grown for 15, 60 and 240 mins. respectively with Cmol/Cat ratio 15. 

 

The diameters of the NC samples are nearly the same for the three different Cmol/Cat ratios. 

Thus, Cmol/Cat ratios may not affect the NCs initial nucleation conditions. But with 

increasing growth time, the degree of coalescence increases as seen from SEM images. 

200nm 500nm 1μm 

500nm   500nm 500nm 

a b c 

d e f 
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Fig.6.5 f shows more NC coalescence than Fig. 6.5 l. Therefore, the coalescence increases 

with increasing Cmol/Cat ratio.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.5 (g,j);(h,k) and (i,l) represent the cross section and plan view of 15, 60 and 240 

mins.  NC samples for a Cmol/Cat ratio of 9. 

 

 

  

The length, GR, diameter and density of GaN NCs are plotted in Fig 6.6 a), b), c) and d) 

respectively. Length increases linearly with time. GR initially increases with time and then, 

saturates irrespective of the Cmol/Cat ratio. This details will be discussed later. In Fig 6.6c) 

the diameter varies parabolically with time. As the length of GaN NCs increases with 

diameter, this possibly indicates that they follow a model illustrated by Givargizov and 

Chernov104. A generalization of this model, which includes nucleation mediated growth 

caused by direct impingement of adatoms was proposed by Dubrovskii and Sivirev105. This 

500nm 1 μm 

500nm 500nm 500nm 

g h i 

j k l 

200nm 
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shows that diffusion is not dominant in our NC growth mechanism. After 60 min, the rate 

of increase in diameter drops because of coalescence. NCs are highly dense after 15 min 

of growth, and then, the density falls as the growth time increases (Fig. 6.6d)).  

 

 

a) b) 

 

   

c)                                                                       d) 

Fig.6.6 a), b), c) and d) respectively represent length, GR, diameter and density variation 

with time. 
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Fig. 6.7a) shows the length distribution in our 4 h sample grown with a Cmol/Cat ratio of 15. 

As evident from the figure, the NC length  is highly uniform.  Nevertheless, they display 

two types of NCs: wide and narrow. The narrow NCs are longer than the wide ones as 

 

 

 

 

                         

                            a)                                             b)                                      c) 

Fig. 6.7 a), b) and c) show cross sectional SEM images of GaN NC samples grown for 4h 

using a Cmol/Cat ratio of 15, 11 and 9 respectively. 

 

 

evident from the spikes present in the cross sectional SEM image. The NCs with a ratio of 

11 (Fig. 6. 7b)) are almost flat topped with a much smaller spike density; wide and narrow 

columns, however, still coexist. The SEM image (fig. 6.7 c)) shows that GaN NCs grown 

with a Cmol/Cat ratio ratio of 9 are narrow at the top and have a core shell columnar structure. 

In this sample the bimodal distribution in length is not visible. Hence, two different 

mechanisms appeared to be present in these three samples, which would be discussed in 

detail in section 6.5.  In all NC samples coalescence dominated beyond a few nm growth. 

TEM analysis was performed on these samples with the hope to shed more light on the 

NCs’ growth mechanism. The results will be presented and discussed later in section 6.5. 

 

1μm 1μm 1μm 
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In order to study the GaN NCs growth mechanism, the raw data were plotted in various 

forms. Examples of such plots are shown in Fig. 6.8 a), b), and c). Fig. 6.8a) plots the data  

 

a 

a)                                                            b) 

 

                                                       c)                                                                   

Fig. 6.8a) Length vs. diameter plot for diffusion induced mechanism. b) Length vs. 

diameter for re-adsorption of adatoms from neighboring NC. c) Dependence of GR of GaN 

NC on diameter. The points represent the experimental data and the solid curves represent 

fit for GR vs. diameter for Cmol/Cat ratios 15, 11 and 9. 
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along with equation l = A+B/d where, l is length and d is diameter. It shows that our results 

agree with a diffusion induced growth model for the NCs.  Fig. 6.9b) shows the data as 

well as the l vs. d plot using the equation l = A+B/d+c/d2, which models the growth kinetics 

of dense arrays of self-directed GaN NCs. As discussed earlier in section 6.2, the exchange 

of Ga atoms between NCs gives rise to shorter NCs with a narrow height distribution at the 

later stage of growth. Our data seemed  to follow both models but neither was found to be 

a  good fit when compared to those shown in Fig. 6.8c) in which the NC GR deposited for 

different times is plotted against the corresponding diameters for three different Cmol/Cat 

ratios of 9, 11 and 15.  

 

6.5 GaN NC growth mechanism model 

The plot for GR vs diameter in Fig. 6.8c) indicates the nucleation and growth of 2D islands 

on NC sidewalls (TEM images in Fig. 6.11, 6.14 and 6.15 support the assumption). One 

can use the general formula for nucleation-mediated crystal growth and represent the 

dependence of GR on diameter as, 

                                         
𝑑𝐿

𝑑𝑡
= 

𝑎1𝐷
2

(1 + 𝑎2𝐷2)
⁄                                                          (6.1)                      

                                          𝑎1 = 𝑏ℎ𝐽                                                                                   (6.2) 

                                          𝑎2 = [𝑏

𝜓𝑐
1

(2𝑛+1)
⁄ ](

𝐽

𝑣
)

2𝑛

(2𝑛+1)                                                         (6.3)                    
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J (m-2 s-1) represents the nucleation rate of 2D islands having a given height h (m) and 

growing laterally with a velocity v. The effective radius ‘r’ is related to v according to the 

power law  

                                         𝑟 = (𝑣𝑡)𝑛                                                                              (6.4)          

Here, v (m1/n s-1) is the island growth rate. The exponent n = 1 for direct attachment of 

species to the periphery of growing island106, b = π/4 (for cylindrical wire) and c = π (for 

circular 2D islands). Ψ = 1 for good approximation. 

The mechanism is known as nucleation-mediated growth of NCs107. This mechanism 

consists of: 

i) the nucleation rate (J) of 2D islands 

ii) rate of lateral spread (v) of monatomic steps 

iii) crystal surface area (bD2). 

The interrelations of these factors determine the number of nuclei taking part in forming 

each monolayer. According to the classical theory of crystal growth108,109 each nucleus 

formed on the crystal face gives rise to a monatomic layer and therefore, the theory predicts 

a growth rate proportional to nucleation rate and the face area. This is called the classical 

or mononuclear (MN) mechanism of growth. The GR is 

                                          
𝑑𝐿

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑏ℎ𝐽𝐷2                                                                              (6.5)                                        

Where, bJD2 = total no of nuclei formed per unit time. In MN mechanism GR is dependent 

of D2. 
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Another theory says that the monolayer can be completed with more than one nucleus. 

This mechanism of growth, when more than one nucleus takes part in the formation of a 

separate monolayer, is called the polynuclear (PN) growth mechanism. The growth rate is 

given by, 

                                           
𝑑𝐿

𝑑𝑡
= 𝜓ℎ(𝑐𝑣2𝑛𝐽)

1

(2𝑛+1)                                                                                           (6.6)                                                                                                                

With n=1, for PN growth mechanism, the GR is  

                                                
𝑑𝐿

𝑑𝑡
= 𝜓ℎ(𝑐𝑣2𝐽)

1

3                                                                                                  (6.7)                                                                                                                                                                               

 

Thus, in PN mechanism, the GR is independent of diameter D. The schematics of MN 

and PN mechanisms are shown below in Fig. 6.9: 

                                                   

                                                                       a) 

         

b) 

              

c) 

Fig.6.9 a). Mononuclear mechanism b). Polynuclear mechanism with several nuclei per 

monolayer c). Polynuclear mechanism with large number of nuclei per monolayer9.  
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In the intermediate region where the ML is formed from more than one nucleus but not as 

large as in PN mechanism, the GR is  

                          
𝑑𝐿

𝑑𝑡
=

𝑏ℎ𝐽𝐷2

𝑁
⁄                                                                                    (6.8) 

Where, N is the number of nuclei taking part in 1 monolayer (ML). 

Thus, by finding N we can find the GR in equations 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7. 

Now,  

                              𝑥 = (
𝐽

𝑣
)
2

3𝑏𝐷2                                                                                     (6.9) 

 is the expression for number of nuclei in one ML.  

Furthermore as per the theory of Kolmogorov-Avrami-Evans  

                                𝑁 = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1𝑥                                                                               (6.10)                         

 The coefficients ao and a1 can be determined from GR in MN and PN mechanism. 

As x       0, i.e., J        0 D        0 or v        α, this corresponds to MN growth where N=1 

and hence, a0 =1. 

As x        α, J         α, D       α or v       0, these conditions correspond to PN growth 

mechanism. Comparing equations 6.7), 6.9) and 6.10) 

                                    𝑎1 =
1

𝜓𝑐
1
3

                                                                                                                               (6.11) 

So,  
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                                    𝑁 = 1 + [
(𝑏𝐷2)

(𝜓𝑐
1

3)
⁄ ](

𝐽

𝑣
)
2

3                                                   (6.12)       

The GR in equation 6.8) then, takes the form of equation 6.1). 

As discussed above, the MN mechanism holds true for smaller diameters while PN 

mechanism explains the growth of larger diameter NCs. From Fig. 6.8c) we find that the 

column diameter ranges from 20 to 150 nm for a Cmol/Cat ratio of 15.The GR vs. D plot 

shows a steeper region (~40 nm), which varies as D2 (for the MN growth regime) for 

smaller diameters and a flat regime, which is independent of D (for PN mechanism) for 

larger diameters.  For a Cmol/Cat ratio of 11 the GR vs. D plot looks similar to that of a 

Cmol/Cat ratio of 15. But for a Cmol/Cat ratio of 9, the GR vs. D plot displays a steeper slope, 

but does not have the D independent flat regime as seen at lower Cmol/Cat ratios. The values 

of a1, a2, J and v calculated from Fig. 6.8c) are shown below: 

Table 6.1. The values of a1, a2, J and v for three different Cmol/Cat ratios 

 

The table 6.1 shows that the nucleation rate of 2D islands is maximum and equal to 458 

μm-2s-1 for a Cmol/Cat ratio of 15 and decreases to 220 μm-2s-1 for a Cmol/Cat ratio of 9. 

Cmol/Cat ratio a1(ML nm-2s-1) a2(nm-2) J(μm-2s-1) V(nms-1) 

9 0.000173 0.00074 220 4.29 

11 0.000285 0.00127 363 3.15 

15 0.00036 0.00163 458 2.73 
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Nevertheless, the growth rate of 2D islands is maximum for lowest ratio 9 and decreases 

with increasing ratio.  

The main transport processes considered in the framework of the proposed model are as 

follows: 

(i) direct impingement of atoms on the NC top and side surface; 

(ii) desorption of adatoms from the NC side surface; 

(iii) diffusion of adatoms from the side surface and their incorporation into the top. 

 

Fig. 6.10 shows the different surface species that are present during the growth of GaN 

NCs by RF MBE. 
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Fig.6.10 Schematic of the relevant reactions occurring during MBE growth of GaN NCs: 

1) impingement, 2) desorption from tip, 3) diffusion from lateral face, 4) desorption from 

lateral face, 5,6) diffusion from substrate to sidewalls, 7) new island formation is 

included. 

The GR vs. time plot for the NC sample with a Cmol/Cat ratio of 9 (in Fig. 6.6b)) shows that 

the GR initially increases from 0.06 nm/s to 0.16 nm/s after which it saturates. Fig.6.11a))  

 

 

a) 

 

200nm 
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b)                                                         c) 

Fig.6.11 a) TEM image of GaN NC sample # 15 with a Cmol/Cat ratio of 9. Arrows show 

core shell growth of GaN NC with shell structure growing slower than the shell. b) The 

cartoon shows the probable growth mode for the same sample. Islands nucleate on 

sidewalls due to direct impingement of adatoms. c) As island density increases adsorption 

of adatoms on the islands gives rise to monolayer growth on NC sidewalls. 

 

 

shows the TEM image of a GaN NC sample deposited using a Cmol/Cat ratio of 9 and for 4 

hrs. The image displays NCs with a core shell structure, i.e., the NCs get narrower at the 

top, indicating they undergo radial growth45, 43. Fig. 6.11b)) shows a cartoon describing the 

probably growth mode for these samples (Cmol/Cat ratio of 9). 

 

Under our growth conditions, Ga adatoms are adsorbed directly on the NC top surface and 

sidewalls as a significant portion of the impinging Ga flux is intercepted by the NC 

structures (shadowing effect in high density NCs). As shown in the cartoon, (Fig.6.12), 

part of the adsorbed Ga flux on the NCs sidewalls diffuses up towards the top while the 

              Si (111) 
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other diffuses down towards the substrate (Fig. 6.12 c)). When the length (L) of the NCs is 

less than the Ga diffusion length (λ~40nm) adatoms reach the top and contribute to their 

elongation. Initially, Ga adatoms diffusing from the substrate surface to the NC sidewalls 

contribute to their elongation. Growth rate is thus higher at the earliest stages (Fig. 6.6b)). 

As L exceeds λ the Ga adatoms desorb before reaching the top facet. Gallium atoms 

collected by the topmost NC part of height λ migrate to the top facet. So NC length achieves 

a steady state and growth rate saturates (Fig.6.6b)). Ga adatoms adsorbed on sidewalls can 

diffuse downwards as well. After diffusion and desorption along sidewalls, the 

accumulated Ga adatoms can give rise to a measurable lateral or radial growth of the NCs 

when the nitrogen species are present. N adatoms diffusion along the sidewalls can be 

neglected as per the experimental evidence110, 35. Hence, N adatoms directly impinging on 

the sidewalls are responsible for the so called nucleation mediated growth or layer by layer 

growth. This causes lateral or radial growth of NCs. This occurs by GaN nucleation on the 

NCs side-walls, followed by their rapid expansion. In the end, a shell is formed, but with a 

different growth mode compared to NC core.  

 

RHEED analysis from these samples (6.13b) shows that the first diffraction spots indicative 

of NC formation appeared clearly after 2 min of growth for sample 15 with a Cmol/Cat ratio 

of 9. This delay time, called incubation time, precedes the columnar growth. In the work 

of Landre et al., the delay necessary for the transition from streaky to spotty RHEED is 

found to vary from 10 to 50 min, depending on the Ga flux111. According to Consonni et 

al.20 GaN nucleates initially as spherical-cap-shaped islands.  Subsequently, these spherical 
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caps coarsen while retaining their shape and eventually undergo a shape transition toward 

the NC morphology. The volume strain energy is on average smaller in the NC geometry  

 

 

                                                  

 

a)                             b)                                                             c) 

Fig.6.12. Schematics of different growth scenarios for a single NC (low NC density): 

yellow part—NC surface contributing to the elongation, magenta parts—desorption areas, 

grey parts—radial growth, blue layers show the growing shells; a)—no radial growth, b)—

radial growth by the sidewall nucleation. c) Possible growth scenario of a GaN NC and its 

partial shell44. 

 

               

a)                                                 b)                                                  c) 

Fig 6.13 a) mixture of crystalline and amorphous phases after formation of SixNy, b) GaN 

NC nucleation indicated by broken rings c) formation of GaN NCs. 
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than in spherical caps and acts, therefore, as a driving force for the shape transition112.  

Hence, basically the NC core forms by shape transition of a 3D spherical shaped island but 

the lateral growth is driven by nucleation mediated growth of 2D islands on the NCs 

sidewalls through direct adatom impingement.  

 

Fig. 6.12a) shows that GaN NCs grown with a Cmol/Cat ratio of 9 and an average diameter 

of 65 nm are tapered and display a core-shell structure. The tapering mechanism of the 

GaN NC can be explained by the lower diffusivity of adatoms on the sidewalls. Because 

of lower diffusivity, the probability to nucleate islands on the NCs sidewall increases (Fig. 

6.12b). As the nucleation density increases adsorption of adatoms takes place at the atomic 

steps along the island perimeter and a monolayer on the sidewall is formed. The fact that 

the NCs have a uniform bottom diameter and only the top part is tapered, suggests that 

radial growth takes place in a layer-by-layer fashion similar to conventional 2D film 

growth113; i.e., the adatom adsorption takes place at the edge of the existing islands. Thus, 

mononuclear growth mechanism, by layer-by-layer growth mode, gives rise to tapered 

GaN NCs for a Cmol/Cat ratio of 9 (Fig. 6.12c). 

 

Fig.6.14 a) and b) show the TEM image of sample 20, grown for 4 hrs with Cmol/Cat ratio 

11 and with average diameter 120 nm. 
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c) 

 

Fig.6.14a) TEM image of GaN NCs for sample # 20 with a Cmol/Cat ratio of 11. Arrow 

shows core shell growth of a GaN NC with shell structure growing slower than the shell. 

b) GaN NC coalescence is visible in the image. c) The cartoon shows the growth 

mechanism for the GaN NC sample. The growth mode changes from island dominated to 

step flow. 

 

 

For samples deposited using a Cmol/Cat ratio of 11, NCs still display a shell core structure, 

but unlike sample # 15 (Fig.6.12) the core NC is not much longer than the outer shell. Also, 

NCs are of two types: one is wide and another is narrow. Wider NCs are probably the result 

of coalescence. Coalescence was observed to occur whenever adjacent NCs come into 

proximity. Under the given growth mechanism, coalescence might have occurred by lateral 

growth of NCs and this is also visible in Fig. 6.14b). Fig. 6.14c) shows the cartoon of the 

NC growth mode for a Cmol/Cat ratio of 11. The surface steps and edges in the tapered 

region (shown by arrow in Fig. 6.14c) show that once radial growth takes place growth 

mode changes from an island-dominated growth mode to a step-flow growth mode through 

a polynuclear mechanism as illustrated in Fig. 6.9c). Adatoms arriving on the NC sidewalls 

                       

polynuclear mechanism, 
 more nucleii per ML 
Surface steps are visible 

Direct impingement 
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at the tapered region get incorporated at the step edge, which is similar to the film growth 

on vicinal surfaces114 (Fig. 6.14c).  

 

For a Cmol/Cat ratio of 15 (Fig.6.15), the NCs have an average diameter of 144 nm. They 

still have a core shell structure, but the outer shell has caught up with the core. The adatoms 

arriving on the NC sidewalls at the tapered region get incorporated at the step edge as 

discussed above and the NCs widen (Fig. 6.15b). The sidewalls are composed of several 

lateral monolayers (polynuclear mechanism), which progress all together by ascending 

growth, towards the top facet of the NC. Thus, we cannot see many core shell structures in 

this sample. Here also we can see NCs of two types: one is much wider and another is 

narrow. Wider NCs are found because of radial growth. 

 

 

a) 
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b) 

Fig.6.15a) TEM image of GaN NC sample # 25 with a Cmol/Cat ratio of 15. Here core 

growth of GaN NC with a shell structure is similar to that of shell. b) The cartoon shows 

the probable growth mode for these NCs samples. 

 

The adatoms preferably get incorporated at the edges of nucleated islands. Un-nucleated 

NC sidewalls remain unaffected and hence, give rise to narrow NCs. These are longer than 

the wider NCs seen in Fig. 6.15a). Coalescence might have happened because of adjacent 

NCs due to radial growth. The NC growth mode is illustrated in image 6.15b). 

 

Our results suggest that the growth mechanism for these samples includes both diffusion 

and direct impingement of Ga adatoms. Initially the NCs grow by diffusion of adatoms 

from the substrate towards the sidewalls but as the growth time increases direct 

impingement plays a key role and gives rise to nucleation mediated radial growth (shown 

in 6.14c, 6.15c) on the sidewalls. That is why the GR and diameter saturate with time. Our 

results also indicate that diffusion, which is considered as one of the prime factors in NC 

growth, does not play a primary role. As a result, NCs get wider because at that point direct 

impingement of adatoms plays an active role in axial and lateral growth of NCs. Since 

                       

Direct impingement 

                       

Step-flow method             
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diffusion gets overshadowed, the longitudinal growth rate gets suppressed which is shown 

in Fig. 6.7b). 

 

6.6 Conclusion 

Our experimental results show that GR vs. diameter (D) plot (Fig.6.6) varies as D2 for a 

Cmol/Cat ratio of 9 when the diameters of NCs are small and this supports the presence of 

an MN mechanism. When the GR reaches plateaus for larger NC diameters, the mechanism 

changes to PN type and this is valid for NC growth under Cmol/Cat ratios 11 and 15 

respectively. For nucleation mediated growth, lower the Cmol/Cat ratio lower will be the 

nucleation rate of 2D islands on the NC sidewalls (Table 6.1). Possibly because of the slow 

nucleation of shell layers in comparison to the core, the core of NCs is much protruded 

from the shell (Fig.6.9) and the distance between core and shell is high. But as the ratio 

increases from 11 through 15 (for longer growth time) the nucleation rate of 2D island 

increases, which shows more 2D island nucleation at the side walls. Hence, the radial 

growth of the NC increases with the ratio and catches up with the core. We also observed 

that the distance between outer shell and inner core decreases with increasing ratio  and for 

samples with a ratio of 15, the shell core structure cannot be differentiated in most of the 

NCs (Fig. 6.15).  The TEM images (Fig. 6.15) clearly indicate the presence of radial growth 

process.    
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With an increasing Cmol/Cat nitrogen ratio, the NCs length and diameter increases and 

density decreases. It is also clear that with increasing Cmol/Cat nitrogen ratio the lateral 

growth is dominant. Similar is the direct impingement of adatoms on the top and side facet 

of NCs. Evidently, the length and diameter of NCs increase with an increasing Cmol/Cat 

nitrogen ratio. Thus, in our system, as the molecular nitrogen species density increases 

diffusion of adatoms along the sidewall gets suppressed and direct impingement of adatoms 

gain prominence, which increases the length and diameter of the NCs with the Cmol/Cat 

nitrogen ratio. 

 

Lastly, the TEM images show that with an increasing Cmol/Cat nitrogen ratio coalescence 

increases which divide the NCs into two categories: thinner and wider NCs. PL and XRD 

data show (in Chapter 5) that with an increasing Cmol/Cat nitrogen ratio the GaN NCs 

become more and more defect and strain free, which agrees well with the 2D GaN thin film 

growth literature. 
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7. Conclusion 

The purpose of this work was to investigate the role of the nitrogen species generated in an RF 

source in the MBE growth of GaN NCs. The goal was to relate the NCs optical and structural 

properties to the type and relative abundance of these species. After careful characterization of the 

RF source we undertook a series of growth utilizing the Cmol/Cat ratio as the control parameter for 

the nitrogen species. 

 

GaN NCs were deposited by plasma-assisted MBE on Si (111) substrate. The GR and diameter of 

the NCs increase with increasing Cmol/Cat ratio up to a certain point showing that the growth of 

GaN NCs along the c- and m- planes depends more on the molecular metastable nitrogen species 

N2
* than their atomic counterpart. However, the NCs morphologies remain unchanged beyond a 

certain value of Cmol/Cat ratio. Raising the Cmol/Cat ratio from 11 to 15 had no effect on the NC 

morphologies. Our studies point out that a higher Cmol/Cat ratio might have been required but that 

was not possible with our nitrogen plasma source. The impinging nitrogen atoms are shown to 

react with the Si surface, to form an amorphous SixNy interlayer, which prohibits the epitaxial 

alignment of the substrate and NCs. The resulting NC tilt causes the NC to coalesce. Coalescence 

is found to increase with higher Cmol/Cat ratio resulting in a lower NCs density. The structural and 

optical properties of coalesced NCs were also investigated. RT and LT PL shows the NCs are 

strained but the near band edge (NBE) PL peak value moves toward unstrained bulk GaN values 

with increasing Cmol/Cat ratio (Fig. 7.1a and b). The FWHM of NBE peaks increases with 

increasing Cmol/Cat ratio. 
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                    a)                                                                           b) 

 

 

c)                                                                          d) 

Fig 7.1 a) and b) shift of NBE peak value of GaN NC samples towards unstrained value with 

Cmol/Cat ratio at RT and LT respectively. c) and d) FWHM of the NBE peaks at RT and LT 

respectively, with increasing Cmol/Cat ratios. 
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For thinner GaN NC samples, all RT NBE PL peak is consistent with strained NCs which relaxe 

for longer growth times. These characteristics are found irrespective of the Cmol/Cat ratio (Fig.7.2).  

 

Fig.7.2 RT PL shows GaN NC samples relax for longer growth time. 

 

Defect lines corresponding to donor bound exciton (DBE) and Y4
’
 are visible at LT (16K) and 

more prominent for GaN NC samples deposited under a lower Cmol/Cat ratio (Fig. 7.3).  
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Fig.7.3 LT PL spectra of two GaN NC samples deposited using a Cmol/Cat ratio 9 and 15 

respectively. 

 

The YL luminescence signal becomes more intense as the Cmol/Cat ratio increases  

         

                                         a)                                                                 b) 

Fig. 7.4a) RT PL of GaN NC samples with 3 different Cmol/Cat ratios 9, 11 and 15 showing YL 

luminescence. b) RT PL of GaN NC samples with Cmol/Cat ratio 15 and growth time 60, 120 and 

240 min. respectively. 

 

indicating a higher point defect density in these NC samples (Fig. 7.4a). For the highest Cmol/Cat 

ratio, the YL luminescence peak intensity decreases further with increasing growth time (Fig.7.4b).  

 

Free exciton peak values from LT PL spectra of GaN NC samples are also characteristic of strained 

samples; both the peak values are blue shifted (Fig.7.1b). Overall, the NCs are compressively 

strained irrespective of the Cmol/Cat ratio. The strain decreases with a higher ratio. The FWHM of 
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NBE peaks increase with increasing Cmol/Cat ratio. The existence of a YL PL band shows that point 

defects due to vacancies become prominent as the Cmol/Cat ratio increases whereas radiative defects 

related peaks ((U,X) and Y4
’) are prominent at a low Cmol/Cat ratio. 

 

Structural analysis of GaN NCs by HRXRD shows the lattice parameters are strained. Biaxial 

tensile strain (εc/εa) was measured and found to be negative and increase with the Cmol/Cat ratio. 

Thus, NCs structural quality improves with an increasing Cmol/Cat ratio (Fig. 7.5). 

 

Fig. 7.5 Plot for biaxial tensile stress (εc/εa) vs. Cmol/Cat ratio. 

 

XRD measurements also shows that GaN NCs mosaicity (tilt and twist angles) improves with an 

increasing Cmol/Cat ratio (Fig7.6). These findings are supported by the experimental evidence from 

RHEED and SAED patterns. 
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Fig.7.6 plot for tilt and twist angles of GaN NCs with Cmol/Cat ratio. 

 

In summary, the GaN NCs display a better crystalline quality with an increasing Cmol/Cat ratio. Our 

results seem to suggest that the GaN NCs growth mode is mainly governed by a nucleation-

mediated growth mechanism rather than diffusion of adatoms. The NCs features change 

substantially with the Cmol/Cat ratio. The NCs have a core shell structure and the growth rate 

difference between core and shell is found to decrease with an increasing Cmol/Cat ratio. With 

increasing Cmol/Cat ratio the core and shell grow simultaneously giving rise to uniform diameter 

and flat top NCs. For a lower ratio the NCs core-shell structure is more prominent whereas at a 

higher ratio the bimodal distribution in length is clearly visible with both wide and narrow NCs 

coexisting together.  
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Future Work: 

More work needs to be done to investigate the nucleation of NCs as a function of Cmol/Cat ratio to 

better understand the trends in morphologies. More detailed PL and TEM investigations are also 

required to understand the effect of the Cmol/Cat ratio on the point defect density. 
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